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The ACT-R theory (Anderson, 1993; Anderson & Lebiere, 1998) is applied to the list memory
paradigms of serial recall, recognition memory, free recall, and implicit memory. List memory
performance in ACT-R is determined by the level of activation of declarative chunks which
encode that items occur in the list. This level of activation is in turn determined by amount of
rehearsal, delay, and associative fan from a list node. This theory accounts for accuracy and
latency profiles in backward and forward serial recall, set size effects in the Sternberg paradigm,
length–strength effects in recognition memory, the Tulving–Wiseman function, serial position,
length and practice effects in free recall, and lexical priming in implicit memory paradigms. This
wide variety of effects is predicted with minimal parameter variation. It is argued that the strength
of the ACT-R theory is that it offers a completely specified processing architecture that serves
to integrate many existing models in the literature. q 1998 Academic Press

From our vantage point on psychology it nonsense syllables). It continued to be used
in a great many studies in the subsequent de-seems that more experiments have been run

using the list memory paradigm than any cades. Ebbinghaus and other early researchers
usually used serial memory tests. With the riseother experimental paradigm (for recent re-

views see Healy & McNamara, 1996; Raaij- of cognitive psychology, research on human
memory grew in importance and the list mem-makers & Shiffrin, 1992). This is a paradigm

in which subjects are presented with a list of ory paradigm seemed to rise with it. The free-
recall paradigm was initially of great impor-words and then are tested for their memory

of the words. The test may involve an attempt tance in showing the effects of organizational
factors on memory. More recently, recogni-to recall the words in the presented order in

which case it is called serial memory, an at- tion memory has become important in dis-
criminating among major theories of memory.tempt to recall the words in any order in which

case it is called free recall, an attempt to rec- The implicit memory research is almost ex-
clusively a phenomenon of the past two de-ognize the words in which case it is called

recognition memory, or an attempt to do cades but has become one of the hottest areas
of research in cognitive psychology. The se-something involving the words but not requir-

ing that the subject recall these words (like rial memory version of this paradigm has not
been forgotten and is currently prominent instem completion) in which case it is called

implicit memory. the form of tests of immediate or working
memory.The list memory paradigm was the para-

Most theoretical accounts one finds addressdigm that Ebbinghaus used in the first experi-
phenomena in just one of these subdomainsments on human memory (although he used
of list memory and have not tried to provide
an integrated account that spans all of the sub-
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342 ANDERSON ET AL.

cognitive system. Still the similarity of the
learning experience (studying a list of words)
creates the expectation that there should be
some way of integrating these accounts. There
are some theories that have striven for inte-
grated accounts of list memory (e.g., To-
dam—Murdock, 1993; Lewandowsky & Mur-
dock, 1989; SAM—Raaijmakers & Shiffrin,

FIG. 1. A chunk encoding the fact that 3 / 4 Å 7.1981; Gillund & Shiffrin, 1984; and now
REM—Shiffrin & Steyvers, 1997). This pa-
per will show that the ACT-R theory of cogni-
tion (Anderson, 1993; Anderson & Lebiere, type has an associated set of pointers encoding
1998) also offers an integrated account. ACT- its contents. To emphasize that ACT-R applies
R is unique in that its basic assumptions were to other domains besides list memory, we will
not fashioned to account for list memory but describe an example of its representations
for cognition more generally. from the domain of cognitive arithmetic. Fig-

In this paper we will give a brief descrip- ure 1 is a graphical display of a chunk of the
tion of the ACT-R theory sufficient to under- type addition-fact, which encodes that 3 / 4
stand its application to the list memory exper- Å 7 with pointers to three, four, and seven.
iments. Then we will review the list memory The Bi , Wj , and Sji are quantities relevant to
experiments in the order of serial memory, activation computation and they will be dis-
recognition memory, free recall, and implicit cussed in the next subsection.
memory. According to ACT-R, procedural knowl-

edge, such as mathematical problem-solving
THE ACT-R THEORY

skills, is represented by production rules
ACT-R (Anderson, 1993; Anderson & Le- which coordinate the retrieval of declarative

biere, 1998) is a theory which aspires to pro- information like that in Fig. 1 for purposes of
vide an integrated account of many aspects of problem solving. For instance, suppose a child
human cognition. It assumes that a production was at the point illustrated below in the solu-
system operates on a declarative memory. It tion of a multi-column addition problem:
is a successor to previous ACT production-
system theories (Anderson, 1976, 1983) and
continues the emphasis on activation-based

531
/248

9
processing as the mechanism for relating the
production system to the declarative memory.
Different traces in declarative memory have

Focused on the tens column, the following pro-
different levels of activation which determine

duction rule might apply from the simulation
their rates and probabilities of being processed

of multicolumn addition (Anderson, 1993):
by production rules. ACT-R is distinguished
from the prior ACT theories in that the details Process-Column.

IF the goal is to process a column con-of its design have been strongly guided by the
rational analysis of Anderson (1990). As a taining digits d1

and d2 and d3 is the sum of d1consequence of the rational analysis, ACT-
R is a production system tuned to perform and d2

THEN set a subgoal to write out d3.adaptively given the statistical structure of the
environment.

Declarative knowledge is represented in Each production consists of a condition and
an action. In ACT-R each condition consiststerms of chunks which are schema-like struc-

tures. Chunks are of different types and each of a specification of the current goal (e.g.,
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343LIST MEMORY

‘‘the goal is to process a column containing of a chunk is the sum of its base-level activa-
tion and the activations it receives from thedigits d1 and d2’’) and some number of re-

trievals from declarative memory (e.g., ‘‘d3 elements currently in the focus of attention.
Formally, the equation in ACT-R for the acti-is the sum of d1 and d2’’). According to the

ACT-R theory, an important component of vation, Ai , of chunk i is
the time to apply a production is the time
to match the elements in the condition of a Ai Å Bi / ∑

j

WjSji , (1)
production. The time to match the goal is not
a significant factor in the ACT-R theory be-

where Bi is the base-level activation of chunkcause the goal is already in the focus of atten-
i, Wj is the salience or source activation oftion but ACT-R must retrieve chunks from
element j in the focus of attention, and Sji isdeclarative memory to match the rest of the
the strength of association from element j tocondition and the time to match the condition
chunk i. For instance, in the context of retriev-is the sum of these retrieval times. The times
ing the knowledge unit that 3 / 4 Å 7 into perform these retrievals will be important
response to seeing 3 and 4 in a column, thecontributors to the latency for the production
Wj would be the source activations of the ele-rule and the levels of activation of the chunks
ments 3 and 4 in the column and the Sji wouldwill determine these retrieval times. So, in
be the strengths of association from these ele-this case, the time to apply this production
ments to the chunk encoding 3 / 4 Å 7.will be determined by the level of activation

Figure 1 illustrates these quantities in theof the chunk encoding 3/ 4Å 7 in Fig. 1. The
network encoding of the chunk. It is assumednext subsection will explain how activation
in ACT-R, in contrast to early versions ofdetermines retrieval time. In addition to the
ACT (such as in Anderson, 1976) but as inretrieval time to match the condition, there
ACT* (Anderson, 1983), that these activationare times associated with executing the ac-
levels are achieved rapidly and that time totion. This action latency is minimally 50 ms
‘‘spread’’ activation is not a significant con-in the ACT-R theory but can be longer when
tributor to latency. However, unlike ACT*significant motor actions are involved such as
there is no multilink spread of activation.typing or speaking.
Rather, activation is simply a direct responseMuch of the recent development of the
to source elements like j. As such, the theoryACT-R theory has focused on tasks like math-
is much like the SAM theory (Raaijmakers &ematical problem solving. However, the ACT
Shiffrin, 1981; Gillund & Shiffrin, 1984), ex-theory originated as a theory focused on hu-
cept that activations in ACT-R are like loga-man memory (Anderson, 1976; Anderson &
rithms of SAM familiarities since they addBower, 1973). This paper will propose that
rather than multiply. It is important to keepproductions similar to those guiding problem
conceptually separate the quantities Ai and Wj .solving in a mathematics domain are guiding
The former are activations, which control re-recall in list memory paradigms. So, one con-
trieval from declarative memory, while the lat-tribution of this paper will be to show that
ter reflect the salience or attention given tolist-memory experiments can be viewed as
the cues. The Wj are referred to as sourceproblem-solving tasks.
activations.Activation

According to Eq. (1) access to memory isActivation of declarative structures has al-
going to vary with base-level activation (theways been an important concept in the ACT
Bi) and associative activation (determined bytheories. Basically activation determines how

available information will be.1 The activation
to match to a production at the current point in time. More

1 According to the ACT-R theory, the activation of a precisely, activation estimates the log odds that the chunk
will match to a production.chunk reflects a preliminary estimate of how likely it is
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344 ANDERSON ET AL.

the Wj and the Sji). The base-level activation the context. S is a constant.4 Basically, this
equation makes the strength of association be-of a chunk is a function of its history of use

at times t1, . . . , tn, where tj measures how tween j and i a function of how likely i is in
the presence of j. Built into this equation ismuch time has passed since the jth use
the prediction of a fan effect (Anderson, 1974)
in that the more things associated to j the less
likely any of them will be, on average, in theBi Å ln(∑

n

jÅ1

t0d
j ). (2)2

presence of j. That is, if there are m elements
associated to j their average probability will
be l/m and Sji Å S 0 ln(m). This is the simpli-

As developed in Anderson and Schooler fication that will be used in all the simulations
(1991), this equation produces both the Power presented in the paper. Thus,
Law of Forgetting (Rubin & Wenzel, 1996),
where the strengths of individual experiences Sji Å S 0 ln(m). (3)
decay as power functions, and the Power Law
of Learning (Newell & Rosenbloom, 1981), Anderson, Reder, and Lebiere (1996) intro-
where individual experiences accumulate duced a new ACT-R assumption motivated
strength as a power function of number of by the many errors in algebra that seemed to
exposures. The decay effect is produced by be due to misretrieving arithmetic facts and
the negative d exponent, while the practice algebraic transformations which were similar
effect is produced by the summation across to the correct ones. Therefore, we extended
experiences. Throughout this simulation we the pattern-matching facility in ACT-R to
will use the ACT-R standard of setting the allow partial matches between the conditions
decay parameter d to 0.5. This has emerged of productions and chunks in declarative
as the value of d which gives good accounts memory. To favor more complete matches we
of results across a wide range of domains.3 added a mismatch penalty that reflected the

The associative activation in Eq. (1) is a degree of mismatch. The goodness of the
product of the weights Wj and the strengths match Mi of a chunk i to a condition in a
Sji. The typical ACT-R assumption is that, if production rule is
there are n sources of activation the Wj are all
set to l/n. The associative strengths, Sji, reflect Mi Å Ai 0 P, (4)
the competition among the associations to the
cue j. According to the ACT-R theory, Sji Å where P is a mismatch penalty that depends
S / ln(P(iÉj)), where P(iÉj) is the probability on the similarity between the chunk and con-
that chunk i will be needed when j appears in dition. In practice it becomes a parameter to

be estimated. Thus, faced with the goal to
retrieve the sum of 3 / 4, the chunks 3 / 4

2 The summation in this equation could be viewed as Å 7 and 3 / 1 Å 4 would have equal activa-
describing a situation where each use resulted in addi- tion scores (both are associated to source ele-
tional synaptic efficacy but which then decayed away ments 3 and 4), but 3 / 1 Å 4 would receive
(e.g., a new receptor site which decays away with time).

a mismatch penalty (because the addends 1As n gets large we sometimes use approximations in
and 4 do not match). The chunk retrieved toACT-R simulation. One might indeed imagine that the

equation is also only an approximate characterization of match a production condition is the one with
change in synaptic efficacy in the case of large n.

3 This equation asserts that the critical variable is time
4 S is essentially a scale constant whose value is re-but it is unlikely that this is truly clock time. It might be

better read as number of intervening events or some other flected in the setting of other parameters in ACT-R—in
particular, F and t—see Eqs. (5) and (6). It can be setconstruct. However, our models will treat the critical vari-

able as clock time because that is usually the variable in the simulation but if not set it will default to the log
of the total number of chunks.directly manipulated in studies.
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the largest match score. Normally, when a tion (assuming a logistic distribution) and do-
ing Monte Carlo estimations to determine theperfectly matching chunk competes with a

partially matching chunk, the perfectly match- most active chunk and whether it is above
threshold. However, it is useful to have someing chunk will be retrieved because it has the

largest match score. However, there is noise closed formed descriptions of these probabili-
ties. The probability of a chunk with expectedin the activation values and occasionally a

partially matching chunk will be selected over value Mi being above the threshold t is
a perfectly matching chunk because the acti-
vation noise gives it sufficiently more activa-

Probi Å
1

1 / e(Mi0t)/s
, (6)tion to overcome the mismatch penalty it suf-

fers. When a partially matching chunk so
beats out a perfectly matching chunk, there where s is related to the variance in activation,
will be errors of commission in retrieval. Only

s2, by the formula s2 Å p2s2/3.
when all chunks fail to reach an activation Equation (6) misses one important contribu-
threshold does retrieval fail completely (er- tion to memory error which is retrieval of the
rors of omission). Partially matching errors of wrong chunk through partial matching. Be-
commission are the cause of intrusions in re- cause of the mismatch penalty (Eq. (4)), a par-
call while retrieval failures are the cause of tially matching chunk is usually less active
recall blanks. than a perfectly matching chunk but sometimes

There now remains the issue of how to re- the ordering can reverse because of random
late these match scores to dependent mea- fluctuations in activation levels. The following
sures. With respect to latency, the time to re- equation describes the probability of retrieving
trieve a chunk i is related to its match score chunk i as a function of its match score Mi:by the formula

Probability of retrieving i Å eMi /t

(
j

eMj /t , (7)Timei Å Fe0Mi, (5)

where F is a time scale factor. Equation (5) where the summation is over all chunks and
only describes the time to perform a retrieval t is related to the variance in activations, s2,
in matching a production. To this we have to by the formula s2 Å p2t2/6 and is related to s
add the time for the production’s action which in Eq. (6) by t Å

√
2s. This is the same as the

is routinely estimated in ACT-R at 50 ms (in Boltzmann equation (Ackley, Hinton, & Sej-
line with other production system models— nowsky, 1985; Hinton & Sejnowsky, 1986) in
Anderson, John, Just, Carpenter, Kieras, & which context t is called temperature. Note
Meyer, 1995) or more if a physical action is that both Eqs. (6) and (7) are approximate
required (e.g., moving visual attention, speak- descriptions of the system. Equation (6) ig-
ing, and typing). nores partial matching and Eq. (7) ignores the

ACT-R retrieves the chunk i with the high- effect of the threshold.
est match score Mi, provided that match score This completes the description of the basic
is above a threshold of activation, t. ACT-R ACT-R theory. The key ideas are captured by
assumes the match scores have noise added to each of the seven equations above:
them that is distributed according to a logistic
distribution (which is like a normal distribu- Equation (1): Chunk activation is the sum

of a base-level activation and an associativetion). Because of the noise there is only a prob-
ability of any match score being highest and activation.

Equation (2): Base-level activation willonly a probability of it being above threshold.
The actual predictions reported in this paper show the influence of practice and time-based

decay.are obtained by adding random noise to activa-
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Equation (3): Associative activation will with Ebbinghaus’s interest in relatively per-
manent memory, evolved into an interest independ on how many chunks are associated

to a cue. transfer among lists, and most recently has
been focused on theories of memory span. ItEquation (4): The match score of a chunk

to a production is a function of its level of has seen a fair amount of theory in the last
third of this century (e.g., Baddeley, 1986;activation and its degree of match.

Equation (5): Latency in retrieving a chunk Burgess & Hitch, 1992; Conrad, 1964; Ebb-
inghaus, 1885; Estes, 1973; Lewandowsky &is an exponential function of its match score.

Equation (6): Probability of retrieving a Murdock, 1989; Murdock, 1993; Shiffrin &
Cook, 1978; Richman, Staszewski, & Simon,chunk is the probability that its noisy match

score will be above a threshold. 1995; Wickelgren, 1965; Young, 1968).
While we think the ACT-R theory is applica-Equation (7): Probability of retrieving one

chunk over others is the probability that its ble to all types of serial recall paradigms, we
will concentrate our presentation on the rela-noisy match score will be the largest.
tively immediate recall of relatively short lists

In subsequent sections we apply ACT-R as this is where most of the recent interest
models to simulate various experiments from has been. Much of the recent theory has been
the list memory paradigms. In all cases ACT- dominated by Baddeley’s use of the phonolog-
R predictions come from Monte Carlo runs ical loop to account for memory span which
of the computer simulation models. While the assumes that the amount that can be main-
basic equations above characterize much of its tained in a memory span is the number of
behavior, there is always the potential for sub- words that can be rehearsed in approximately
tle interactions in the simulations which are 2 s. Evidence for this proposal comes from
not captured by the equations. Therefore, we research showing that people can maintain
have made all the simulations available on line fewer words that take longer to articulate—
and they can be reached by following the Pub- because the words either have more syllables
lished ACT-R Models link from the home page: or have syllables that are longer to articulate.
http://act.psy.cmu.edu/. It is possible to change In one very influential study, Baddeley,
the parameters and run these simulations over Thompson, and Buchanan (1975) looked at
the Web. The simulations are also capable of the number of words (out of five) which could
interacting with experimental software that can be repeated back as a function of syllable
administer these experiments to subjects. length. Over the range of syllables from one
These interactive simulations, which can be to five, they found that this was approximately
obtained by writing to the authors, are com- equal to the number of words that could be
pleteness proofs that the models specify all the said in 2 s.
processing involved in an experiment. One of We (Anderson & Matessa, 1997) published
the major goals in the ACT-R project is to an application of the ACT-R theory to the
achieve fully explicit theories of cognition that memory span task.5 The models reported there
will yield the same computer traces that we were mathematical approximations to the
see from human subjects interacting with the ACT-R theory while here we will report the
experimental software (Anderson, Lebiere, & results from actual running simulations. This
Matessa, 1996). This reflects our dissatisfac- allows us to more adequately deal with the
tion with theories (including past versions of effects of rehearsal strategy and partial match-
ACT-R) that leave implicit aspects about how
the theory relates to experimental data.

5 The theory was based on a slightly earlier version of
the ACT-R theory than the one in this paper. The updatedSERIAL MEMORY
theory reported here also has a sufficiently efficient simu-

The area of serial memory has had the long- lation that we are able to get predictions by Monte Carlo
estimation.est history of research in psychology. It started
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ing. We could not always capture their effects group chunk encodes the list the group is in,
the size of the group, and its position in thein the Anderson and Matessa article with

closed-form equations. list. Thus, the first group chunk encodes an
item in position Group1 of Size3 in the list.The ACT-R theory shares with Baddeley’s

theory an emphasis on time-based decay This is indicated by pointers from Group1,
Size3, and List. The elements are represented(based on base-level Eq. (2)). However, it also

emphasizes important roles for associative in- by chunks encoding the position of the ele-
ment in the group, its group position in theterference (based on associative strength Eq.

(3)) and for confusions among items in a list list, the list it is in, and its content. Thus, for
example, the first element 3 is encoded by a(based on partial matching Eq. (4)). In fact,

there is good evidence for all of these factors chunk with pointers to 1st, Group1, Three,
and List. Performance is going to depend criti-as reviewed by Anderson and Matessa. Hold-

ing retention time constant, subjects perform cally on the retrieval of these chunks. Most
critical is the link to the list context. Thereworse when they must remember more items

indicating associative interference. Confu- are so many links to the List context in Fig.
2 that we have had to merge them. However,sions among items that are similar sounding

(acoustic confusions) or are in similar posi- in actual fact, List is the most unique index
into each chunk.6 Terms like 1st, Group1, andtions (positional confusions) are a major fact

of memory span performance. It is a challenge Three, will appear in thousands of contexts.
Thus, fan out of List becomes critical.to be able to integrate these factors. In this

section we will show that ACT-R is able to Retrieval of such chunks encoding list ele-
ments is orchestrated by a set of productionsdo this. Rather than reporting applications of

ACT-R to past experiments as in Anderson of which the most critical is the following:
and Matessa, we will show this with respect

Get-Next.
to some new data that we have gathered in

IF the goal is to retrieve the nth element
our laboratory. These data were collected ex-

of the mth group of the list
pressly to provide a powerful test of the pre-

and x is the element at position n in
dictions of the ACT-R theory about memory

group m in the list
span.

THEN set a subgoal to process x
and move the pointer to the (n / 1)thAn ACT-R Model of Serial Recall

position.
One of the key issues in the history of re-

search on serial memory concerns the nature
This rule assumes that each element is in-of the representation of the serial list. Our

dexed by its position. Each element is thenassumption is that a list is organized as a set
produced by the following production:of groups and each group is represented as a

set of items. Most critically, we assume that Type-Item.
there is a chunk for each group encoding its IF the goal is to process an item
position in the list and a chunk for each item and the item is associated with a key
encoding its position in the group. Positional THEN type the key.
coding, rather than associative chaining, has
been advocated by a number of researchers

This production rule is specific to typing as(Burgess & Hitch, 1992; Conrad, 1965; John-
the output mode since this is the output modal-son, 1991; Shiffrin & Cook, 1978; Slamecka,
ity in the experiment to be reported. Similar1967; Young, 1968). Figure 2 illustrates a pos-

sible representation for a list of nine digits
grouped as 329 714 856. Each oval in Fig. 2 6 The assumption here is that each list will have its
represents an ACT-R chunk. There is one own token. Perhaps to avoid ambiguity, we should have

called this List-7136.chunk for each group and each element. A
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FIG. 2. A network representation of the chunk structure encoding the 9-element list ‘‘329 714 856’’.

productions could produce the response by activation Eq. (1) this activation will be a sum
of base-level activation and associative activa-means of written or verbal report.

In addition to retrieving the elements of a tion. The base-level activation will in turn be
determined by the amount of practice (throughgroup, it is also necessary to retrieve the

groups themselves: rehearsal) that these chunks received and how
long ago those rehearsals were. As lists get

Retrieve-Group.
longer the delays will tend to increase, thereby

IF the goal is to retrieve the mth group
decreasing base-level activations (base-level

of the list
Eq. (2)). The associative activation will come

the best x is the group in position m
from the list element. As the list is longer,

of the list of size s
there will be greater interference because there

THEN set as a goal to retrieve the s elements
will be more associations from the list element

of the group starting in position 1
and less associative activation to any member

and move the pointer to the (m / 1)th
of the list (associative strength Eq. (3)). There-

group.
fore, performance will go down with increased
list length both because of increased delay af-

The second line of this production retrieves
fecting base-level activation and increased in-

the mth group and the size, s, of the group
terference affecting associative activation.

(note in Fig. 2 the size is stored with each
While we will be presenting the results of

group). The group size is important because it
Monte Carlo runs of our simulations, it is use-

allows the system to know when to terminate
ful to have an equation which gives the ap-

recall of the group.
proximate activation values that determine

Note that it is a feature of both Get-Next
performance. Combining Eqs. (1)–(3) and us-

and Retrieve-Group that they recall in the for-
ing the approximation (Anderson, 1993) that

ward direction. This forward bias to serial re-
call played an important role in Anderson and

∑
n

tj
0d É anT 0d

1 0 d
,Matessa (1997) and will be a critical feature

in the experiment reported here.
According to the ACT-R theory, the critical where T is total time; we get the equation

factor determining speed and accuracy of re-
trieval will be the chunks that encode the Ai Å lnSanT 0d

1 0 dD / W(S 0 ln L),
group and item information. According to our
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where L is the list length. Collapsing constant with only occasional confusions at greater dis-
tances. The existence of positional confusionsfactors and expanding, we get
within and between groups is well docu-
mented (e.g., Aaronson, 1968; Bjork & Healy,Activation Å B* / ln n 0 d ln T 0 W ln L,
1974; Lee & Estes, 1981; Nairne, 1992). We
will not deal with acoustic confusions because

where B* reflects the constant factors, n is the
the study to be reported involves digits which

number of presentations and rehearsals, T is
are not particularly confusable. Acoustic con-

time since presentation, L is the length of the
fusions are handled in Anderson and Matessa,

list, d is the decay rate, and W is the attentional
again by the mechanism of partial matching.

weighting of the list context. As noted earlier,
Note that a positional element like ‘‘first’’

we will set the decay parameter d to 0.5
is just a cue for recall of an item just like

throughout. The value of the W in this simula-
‘‘Montana’’ is a cue for answering the ques-

tion is 1 since the list is the only useful source
tion, ‘‘Who is the governor of Montana?’’

of activation. Thus, the effective equation for
Partial matching produces positional confu-

serial recall becomes
sions in serial recall just as partial matching
might result in confusion with the governor in

Activation Å ln n 0 0.5 ln T 0 ln L (8) Wyoming. In ACT-R the probability of such
confusions is a function of the similarity of the
cues ( first versus second, or Wyoming versusignoring the constant factor B*. This equation

is only approximate and we will be deriving Montana).
We will describe in more detail our exactour predictions from the running ACT-R sim-

ulation. This equation states that activation model of serial recall and its consequences for
base-level activation and associative activa-will increase logarithmically with number of

rehearsals n and decrease logarithmically with tion. However, first we describe the experi-
ment that we performed which will be thedelay T and list length L. The rehearsal and

delay effects reflect base-level activation (Eq. target of our modeling efforts.
(2)) while the list length effect reflects associa-

A Study of Backward and Forward Recalltive strength (Eq. (3)).
There is one additional important aspect to Like the Baddeley theory, the ACT-R the-

ory claims that timing of the recall is im-the ACT-R model of serial recall. We assume
that the partial matching mechanism can result portant to memory performance and that with

the passage of time memory chunks can decayin positional confusions. Partial matching of
the group slot will cause ACT-R to retrieve to the point where they are no longer available

for recall. However, in addition it claims thatan element from a corresponding position in
another group. Partial matching of the position the state of activations of the memory chunks

have a strong influence on the timing of recall.slot will cause ACT-R to retrieve an element
from another position in the current group. Thus, there is a feedback loop between timing

and activations with higher activations yield-We assume that the degree of mismatch (P in
partial-matching Eq. (4)) between elements is ing shorter retrieval times and shorter times

yielding higher activations. Since there hasproportional to their distance apart. Thus, for
instance, the mismatch between First and Sec- not been research that has really delved into

this interaction between timing and recall, weond, Second and Third, or Group1 and
Group2, is 1D while the degree of mismatch decided to perform an experiment that fo-

cused on this issue. We decided to look atbetween First and Third or Group2 and
Group4 is 2D. D will be referred to as the memory span for digits, presented at the typi-

cal rate of 1 per s. We looked at list lengthsscale factor for mismatches. This similarity-
based confusion produces a majority of posi- from 3 to 12 digits to get a good range of

performance and we measured both the timingtional confusions between adjacent elements
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and the accuracy of recall. We looked at both from two to four to accommodate various list
forward and backward recall to manipulate lengths.
the delay between presentation and recall. In In the grouped condition a series of boxes
forward recall the first-presented digits are re- would appear on the screen, one box for each
called first while in backward recall the last- group. The number of items that would appear
presented digits are recalled first. This creates in each box was made obvious by the number
very different delays for the recall of digits of spaces in the box. Thus, the subject knew
in the same serial position during input. Also immediately the number of and structure of
we decided to control the grouping of the dig- the items to be studied. However, while they
its by presenting them as visually segregated were studying them they did not know
into units. whether they would be tested for forward or

backward recall.7 The items were presentedMethod
one at a time in their respective boxes in the

Participants. Seventy-two subjects were re- appropriate spaces within the box. When one
cruited from the Carnegie Mellon University digit appeared, the other disappeared so that
undergraduate population in an experiment there was always just one digit visible. As
that lasted about an hour. They were paid ac- soon as the last digit disappeared a signal ap-
cording to their performance in the experiment peared telling subjects the direction in which
and they earned about 20 dollars. We wanted to recall the digits. The cursor would either
to see whether there would be any effect of our move to the first slot in the first box (for for-
visual grouping. So 10 of the subjects were ward recall) or the last slot in the last box (for
assigned to a control group for whom we did backward recall). As each digit was typed the
not try to control the grouping. The remaining cursor moved to the next slot. The subject
62 subjects had an indicated grouping and we could skip over positions by typing a space or
will be mainly concerned with an analysis terminate the recall by hitting the return key.
of their data. However, the subject could not back up and

Procedure. Participants went through 10 change recall of a digit. The procedure was
blocks of recall. During each block they stud-

the same in the ungrouped condition except
ied and recalled one list of each length from

that the items were presented and recalled in
3 to 12 in the forward direction and one list

one large box with enough spaces for the list.
of each length in the backward direction.

Note in the grouped condition there was noThus, they recalled 20 lists in each block. The
temporal structuring to the grouping—it wasorder of the 20 lists within a block was ran-
purely a matter of visual organization.domized.

Subjects were paid to motivate them to re-In the grouped condition we used the fol-
call well. They were given a penny for eachlowing groupings for the various list lengths:
digit that they could recall in correct position.

3—one group of 3 This was done to motivate them to recall as
4—one group of 4 much as they could even when they could not
5—two groups of 3 and 2 recall everything. To give them extra motiva-
6—two groups of 3 and 3 tion to try to recall the whole list they were
7—two groups of 3 and 4 given a bonus in pennies equal to the length
8—three groups of 3, 3, and 2 of the list if their recall of a list was perfect.
9—three groups of 3, 3, and 3 Their points were displayed at all times in the
10—three groups of 3, 3, and 4 experiment.
11—four groups of 3, 3, 3, and 2
12—four groups of 3, 3, 3, and 3.

Thus, we tried to keep the group size close 7 We wanted to test the same memory structure in dif-
ferent orders.to three and varied the length of the last group
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The length-by-direction interaction is margin-
ally significant (F(9,621) Å 1.83, p õ .10,
MSE Å 111.04). A contrast comparing the
short lists (3, 4, 5, 6, and 7) versus the longer
lists (8, 9, 10, 11, and 12) with respect to
this difference is significant (t621 Å 2.97, p õ
.005). Subsequent analyses will look only at
the grouped recall data.

Figure 4 shows the serial position curves
for the various list lengths for the subjects

FIG. 3. Probability of perfectly recalling a list as
a function of list length for forward and backward
recall.

Results

First, we did an analysis of variance on
the dependent measure of the percentage of
perfect recalls of the lists as a function of
length, of whether recall was forward or back-
ward, and of whether the participant saw
grouped lists or not. There was only a signifi-
cant effect of list length (F(9,621) Å 128.05;
p õ .001; MSE Å 439). No other effects were
significant and, in particular there was no in-
teraction with whether the lists were grouped.
Figure 3 displays the drop off in perfect re-
calls as a function of list length for forward
and backward recall. The drop with list length
is quite typical and it is not an artifact of
averaging over subjects. Individual subjects
also showed gradual drop-offs with list
lengths. Our subjects were displaying about
50% recall for lists of length 9. This is rather
higher than usual and may reflect their high
levels of motivation because of the payoff.
We find nearly equivalent recall in forward
and backward direction, a result which has
been obtained in at least some studies (e.g.,
Li & Lewandowsky, 1995). There is a slight
hint of an interaction in the data to the effect
that performance is better in the forward di- FIG. 4. Probability of correct positional recall for items
rection for short lists while performance is recalled in the forward direction (a) and in the backward

direction (b).better in the backward direction for long lists.
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who experienced grouped lists.8 Both Figs. 4a
and 4b plot the probability of correctly recall-
ing a digit in position as a function of serial
position in input. For forward recall (Fig. 4a)
the output order is the same as the input order
but for backward recall (Fig. 4b) the output
order is the reverse of the plotted input order.
The forward recall curves are quite typical
showing decreased accuracy with serial posi-
tion. There is an upturn for the last item indi-
cating a weak recency effect. Henson, Norris,
Page, and Baddeley (1996) have argued that
this one-item recency effect is basically due
to decreased positional confusion regarding
the last item. The backward curves largely
show a weak primacy effect and a stronger
recency effect spanning many items. Since in-
put and output are reversed, this indicates bet-
ter recall for the first items recalled just as
in the forward recall. Such contrasting serial
position curves for backward and forward re-
call are typical (e.g., Hinrichs, 1968; Met-
calfe & Sharpe, 1985; Li & Lewandowsky,
1995). These curves also show some effect of
the group structure. There are steep drops in
the forward recall curves at positions 3 and 6
which are group boundaries. Thus, subjects
show significant drops in recall from group 1
to group 2 and from group 2 to group 3. The
group structure is less apparent in backward
recall but there are precipitous rises from posi-
tions 9 to 10 in the lists of length 11 and 12
which correspond to the boundary defining the
first group recalled.

Figure 5 shows the times to recall the digits FIG. 5. Time to recall digits as a function of serial
position and list length for (a) forward recall and (b)as a function of input positions. These are the
backward recall.means of the mean correct recall times for

each subject. Here the group structure shows
through very clearly. There are large spikes
in the latency curves whenever subjects must start all over again with each group, whereas

in forward recall they maintain some initiatingbegin recall of another group. In the case of
forward recall the latency associated with re- information from group to group. Also in both

forward and backward recall, the sizes of thesecalling the first group is much longer that the
other latencies, whereas in backward recall all spikes are very much a function of list length

with longer lists resulting in larger spikes. Ingroup boundaries have comparable latencies.
This suggests that in backward recall subjects contrast, there is relatively little difference in

within-group latency as a function of list
length. This suggests to us that subjects are8 The exact numbers for all these figures are available

at the ACT-R web site indicated in the introduction. doing all of their recall for a group before
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typing any of the items in the group. In other loop each time and usually it does not get to
the end of the list in the last loop. Along withresearch (e.g., Cowan, 1992; Sternberg,

Monsell, Knoll, & Wright, 1978) it has been this linear rehearsal it interleaves rehearsal of
the current item. Rehearse-Start initiates recallfound that there is increased latency for indi-

vidual items as a function of list length, but at the beginning of the list and Rehearse-Reset
reinitiates recall at the beginning of the listthis research has not tried to control group

structure. This may reflect the fact that differ- when the current end of the list has been
reached. The production Rehearse-Item is re-ent subjects used different structure and the

data were averaged over different structures. sponsible for stepping through the items in
serial order while Rehearse-Current is respon-Our failure to find much within-group effect

of list length may also reflect the relatively sible for rehearsing the current item. These
two productions compete and either is equallyhigh incentives given to our subjects which

may have encouraged them to get each group likely to fire next. This is a rehearsal strategy
which is biased to rehearse the beginning ofstraight before outputting it.

This one experiment has brought together the list but has some probability of rehearsing
all the members of the list. Rehearse-Abortmany of the powerful effects documented in

the memory span literature. The study indi- stops rehearsal when a new item appears so
that this new item can be encoded. Rehearse-cates a rich pattern of data reflecting factors

on like direction of recall, list length, serial Next-Group, which first appears on cycle 17,
fires when one group has been rehearsed andposition, and grouping. Overall level of recall

was not very different in the forward versus switches rehearsal to the next group.
In forward recall (Table 1b), productionsbackward direction. However, when we look

at the serial position data in forward and back- Retrieve-Group and Start-Group (a variant of
Retrieve-Group for the first group) retrieve theward directions (Figs. 4 and 5) we find strik-

ingly different patterns. The data in these fig- group chunks. A production Dispatch-Three-
Groups sets subgoals to retrieve the groups inures should serve as a substantial challenge to

any theory including the ACT-R theory. the order encoded. For each group, the pro-
ductions Get-Next and Get-Next-Start (a vari-

The ACT-R Simulation ant of Get-Next) retrieve the individual item
chunks and Dispatch-Three-Items sets sub-We developed an ACT-R simulation of this

task. Table 1 gives a trace of the simulation goals to type each in the order encoded. Then
the production Type-Item types the individualstudying and recalling the nine-element list

whose representation is given in Fig. 2. Part digits. Note this scheme retrieves all the items
in a group before typing any. This corresponds(a) illustrates the study process, part (b) illus-

trates the forward recall, and part (c) illustrates to the data we saw that indicated that our sub-
jects tended to retrieve all the items in a groupthe backward recall. During study, ACT-R is

interleaving study and rehearsal. The produc- before typing any.
For backward recall, the rehearsal and en-tions Attend-Start and Attend are responsible

for encoding the digits as they appear on the coding processes have identical structure since
the subjects do not know how they will bescreen. The first production, Attend-Start, en-

codes a digit at the beginning of a group, creat- tested. The structure of the recall (Table 1c)
is the same except with respect to the produc-ing a chunk for both the group and the item.

The second production, Attend, deals with the tions that dispatch the subgoals. The produc-
tion Dispatch-Three-Items-Backward is likedigits within a group.

The rehearsal strategy illustrated in Table Dispatch-Three-Items except that it sets the
subgoals to type the items in opposite order.1a is one in which the system starts at the

beginning of a list and keeps rehearsing until On the other hand, the productions for dis-
patching groups in backward order only sub-it comes to the end of the list. As the list keeps

growing it takes longer to complete a rehearsal goal one group at a time. In contrast the for-
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TABLE 1

Study and Recall of ‘‘329 714 856’’

(a) Study

Cycle 0 Time 0.000: attend-start Study 3
Cycle 1 Time 0.200: rehearse-start
Cycle 2 Time 0.334: rehearse-item Rehearse 3
Cycle 3 Time 0.879: rehearse-reset
Cycle 4 Time 0.929: rehearse-item Rehearse 3
Cycle 5 Time 1.462: rehearse-abort
Cycle 6 Time 1.512: attend Study 2
Cycle 7 Time 1.712: rehearse-current Rehearse 2
Cycle 8 Time 2.246: rehearse-abort
Cycle 9 Time 2.296: attend Study 9
Cycle 10 Time 2.496: rehearse-current Rehearse 9
Cycle 11 Time 3.105: rehearse-abort
Cycle 12 Time 3.155: attend-start Study 7
Cycle 13 Time 3.355: rehearse-item Rehearse 2
Cycle 14 Time 3.891: rehearse-item Rehearse 9
Cycle 15 Time 4.518: rehearse-abort
Cycle 16 Time 4.568: attend Study 1
Cycle 17 Time 4.768: rehearse-next-group
Cycle 18 Time 4.942: rehearse-item Rehearse 7
Cycle 19 Time 5.573: rehearse-abort
Cycle 20 Time 5.623: attend Study 4
Cycle 21 Time 5.823: rehearse-item Rehearse 1
Cycle 22 Time 6.455: rehearse-abort
Cycle 23 Time 6.505: attend-start Study 8
Cycle 24 Time 6.705: rehearse-current Rehearse 8
Cycle 25 Time 7.212: rehearse-abort
Cycle 26 Time 7.262: attend Study 5
Cycle 27 Time 7.462: rehearse-current Rehearse 5
Cycle 28 Time 8.019: rehearse-abort
Cycle 29 Time 8.069: attend Study 6
Cycle 30 Time 8.269: rehearse-item Rehearse 4
Cycle 31 Time 8.872: rehearse-next-group
Cycle 32 Time 9.052: rehearse-abort-last Rehearse 6

(b) Forward Recall

Cycle 1 Time 9.000: start-group
Cycle 2 Time 9.782: retrieve-group
Cycle 3 Time 9.905: retrieve-group
Cycle 4 Time 9.992: dispatch-three-groups
Cycle 5 Time 10.042: get-next-start
Cycle 6 Time 10.244: get-next
Cycle 7 Time 10.383: get-next
Cycle 8 Time 10.644: dispatch-three-items
Cycle 9 Time 10.694: type-item Recall 3
Cycle 10 Time 11.198: type-item Recall 2
Cycle 11 Time 11.701: type-item Recall 9
Cycle 12 Time 12.208: get-next-start
Cycle 13 Time 12.357: get-next
Cycle 14 Time 12.656: get-next

Cycle 15 Time 12.808: dispatch-three-
items

Cycle 16 Time 12.858: type-item Recall 8
Cycle 17 Time 13.359: type-item Recall 7
Cycle 18 Time 13.866: type-item Recall 4
Cycle 19 Time 14.369: get-next-start-skip
Cycle 20 Time 14.701: get-next
Cycle 21 Time 14.986: get-next
Cycle 22 Time 15.220: dispatch-three-

items
Cycle 23 Time 15.270: skip-item Skip
Cycle 24 Time 15.770: type-item Recall 5
Cycle 25 Time 16.276: type-item Recall 6

(c) Backward Recall

Cycle 1 Time 9.000: start-group
Cycle 2 Time 9.604: retrieve-group
Cycle 3 Time 9.920: retrieve-group
Cycle 4 Time 10.237: dispatch-three-

group-backward
Cycle 5 Time 10.287: get-next-start
Cycle 6 Time 10.458: get-next-skip
Cycle 7 Time 10.620: get-next
Cycle 8 Time 10.837: dispatch-three-

items-backward
Cycle 9 Time 10.887: type-item Recall 6
Cycle 10 Time 11.392: skip-item Skip
Cycle 11 Time 11.896: type-item Recall 8
Cycle 12 Time 12.401: start-group
Cycle 13 Time 12.942: retrieve-group
Cycle 14 Time 13.165: dispatch-two-

group-backward
Cycle 15 Time 13.215: get-next-start
Cycle 16 Time 13.442: get-next
Cycle 17 Time 13.634: get-next
Cycle 18 Time 13.755: dispatch-three-

items-backward
Cycle 19 Time 13.805: type-item Recall 4
Cycle 20 Time 14.306: type-item Recall 1
Cycle 21 Time 14.809: type-item Recall 9
Cycle 22 Time 15.315: start-group
Cycle 23 Time 15.842: dispatch-one-

group-backward
Cycle 24 Time 15.892: get-next-start
Cycle 25 Time 15.988: get-next
Cycle 26 Time 16.241: get-next-skip
Cycle 27 Time 16.493: dispatch-three-

items-backward
Cycle 28 Time 16.543: type-item Skip
Cycle 29 Time 17.047: type-item Recall 3
Cycle 30 Time 17.553: type-item Recall 2
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ward productions subgoaled all the groups. confusions are typical of serial recall and are
produced by partial matching of the positionalTherefore, when the group is completed in

backward recall, the simulation must scan information.
The exact timings of the item recalls andthrough all the groups in the list up to the

to-be-recalled group. Thus, the structure for their probabilities of success depend on ran-
dom fluctuations in the activation levels. Webackward recall of the list in Fig. 2 is: recall

group1, recall group2, recall group3, retrieve ran 620 trials per condition to correspond to
the 620 observations that we got from ourmembers of group3, recall group1, recall

group2, retrieve members of group2, recall subjects. This yielded fairly stable predictions.
These predictions depend on a number of pa-group1, and retrieve members of group1. This

restarting is what produces recall latencies at rameters that we had to set for this simulation:
the beginning of subsequent groups which are

1. The activation noise level, s, which we
as long as the latency at the beginning of the

set to 0.300 (corresponding to a variance of
first group. The backward protocol in Table 1

0.296)—see probability Eq. (6).
also illustrates failure to retrieve a couple of

2. The activation threshold, t, which was
items. These are cases where the activation of

set to 00.35—see probability Eq. (6).
the critical items randomly fell below thresh-

3. The time scale parameter, F, for re-
old. It is also possible for the activation of the

trievals which we set to 220 ms—see latency
group chunk to randomly fall below threshold

Eq. (5).
in which case the whole chunk will be

4. The scale factor, D, for mismatches
skipped. The system is able to skip over the

which was set to 2.5.
missing items and resume recall in place. It
can use the visual structure of the recall dis- Then there were a number of productions

which were given nondefault action times (theplay to know where to begin the next group.
In both the forward and backward recall it is default is 50 ms). These times were just set

to plausible ballpark values:the forward moving Retrieve-Group and Get-
Item productions that are responsible for re-

5. The time to encode an item which was
trieving the items. Forward or reverse recall

200 ms. This is the ballpark time that we
is achieved by subgoaling the items to be re-

have established from the simulations of vi-
called in either forward or reverse order by

sual attention (Anderson, Matessa, & Le-
different Dispatch productions.

biere, 1997).
The protocol in Table 1 illustrates another

6. The response time to type an item which
feature of ACT-R’s recall which results from

was set to 500 ms.
the partial matching. In the forward recall (Ta-

7. The time to rehearse an item which was
ble 1b) note that the 8 from the first position

set to 500 ms to reflect speech time.
of the third group is introduced as the first

8. The initiation time to start recall, for
member of the second group. In addition, the

the Start-Group production, which was set to
7 which is the first member of the second

500 ms.
group is recalled in the second position of the
second group. Finally, because the 8 is ‘‘used The last four parameters are constant across

all the simulations reported in this paper whileup’’ nothing is recalled in the first position of
the third group.9 In the backward recall note the first four parameters, s, t, F, and D were

estimated to produce a good fit to this experi-that the 3 and the 2 of the first group (recalled
last) are reversed. These kinds of positional ment. However, our search for these four pa-

rameters was informal and there is no guaran-
tee that we found the ones which produce opti-

9 Each token of a digit in the list has a tag as to whether
mal fits. The D parameter, reflecting positionalit has been recalled or not. A digit token will not recalled
similarity, is unique to this experiment but theagain if it is tagged as already recalled. This is imple-

mented as a test in the production Get-Next. other three s, t, and F are potentially esti-
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mated anew for each experiment. Table 4 at
the end of the paper tracks all of the parameter
estimates. At the end of the paper we will
discuss the issue of variations in the s, t, and
F parameters across experiments.

Figures 6 and 7 show the resulting simu-
lated recall behavior. The latency profiles in
Fig. 7 capture the general structure of the pro-
files in Fig. 5. The overall R2 between the
two sets of latencies is 0.946. The accuracy

FIG. 7. Results of simulation: Time to recall digits as
a function of serial position and list length for (a) forward
recall and (b) backward recall. Compare with Fig. 5.

profiles do not match quite as well, producing
an overall R2 of 0.906. Nonetheless, the corre-
spondences between the profiles are quite
compelling. We think this indicates some of
the power of ACT-R to account for a complex
data pattern. We are predicting 300 numbers
only estimating four parameters and without
carefully optimizing our fit.

FIG. 6. Results of simulation: Predicted probability of
To summarize what lies behind the ACT-correct positional recall for items recalled in the forward

R account of the data: The latency data speakdirection (a) and for times recalled in the backward direc-
tion (b). Compare with Fig. 4. to a very systematic group-by-group recall
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procedure that subjects are using to pace their
recall. This is incorporated into the basic pro-
duction rules that execute the task. This is one
of the things we get from the control structure

FIG. 8. A chunk encoding that the word ‘‘imply’’ has
provided by ACT-R’s production system. occurred in List-3.
Within this relatively fixed procedure there
is considerable variation in latencies at group
boundaries as a function of list length. Also, RECOGNITION MEMORY
there is considerable variation in recall of

A different way of testing memory involves
items both as a function of list length and

simply showing subjects the words in the list
input position. ACT-R does not change the

and asking them whether they recognize the
fundamental algorithm to predict these varia- items when they are mixed in with distractors
tions. These variations reflect the changes in (or foils) that they have not seen. Our model
activations of the elements being retrieved. for this task is basically the one that Anderson
These activations increase with rehearsal and Bower (1972, 1974) developed 25 years
(base-level activation), decrease with time ago where it is assumed that a memory trace
(base-level activation), and decrease with list is set up which encodes that an item occurred
length (associative activation). Also, there are in a particular list. Thus, ACT-R records
fewer positional confusions (partial matching) memory of the words in the list by means of
at the end of lists. These are all basic processes chunks like the one illustrated in Fig. 8 which
in the ACT-R theory and they combine to encodes that the word imply occurred in List-
form the behavioral profile that we see. 3. This is the same representation used in se-

Both time-based decay and associative in- rial memory.10 Recognition of a word is
terference are required to account for the span achieved by productions like
limitations. The very different recall profiles

Recognize-a-Word.for forward and backward recall reflect differ-
IF the goal is to judge whether the wordences in the time at which the same items

occurred in a contextare recalled. This difference between items at
and there is a trace of seeing the wordidentical input positions is produced by time-

in that contextbased decay. On the other hand, in the back-
THEN respond yesward data we can look at recall of items which

have the same delay between study and test
This is a very straightforward model whichbut which vary in list length. For instance, the

views recognition memory as basically a sim-
last item is always recalled first after the offset

ple process. The memory trace just consists
in its presentation. However, as Fig. 4b illus-

of two items—the word and the list context.
trates, recall for this item systematically drops

In recognizing a word, a subject has access to
reflecting the contribution of associative inter- both sources of association (in contrast to free
ference from the other items. This difference recall where the subject has only access to the
between items with identical recall lag is evi- list context). Thus, based on activation Eq.
dence for associative interference. (1), the activation of a memory trace can be

In addition to associative activation and written
base-level decay, the rehearsal strategy as-
sumed by ACT-R is critical. The tendency for A Å B / WwSw / WLSL
the earlier items to receive greater rehearsal
is one factor that is producing the primacy

10 In Fig. 8 we do not show encoding of position. Aseffect. The other factor is the lower positional
will be discussed, we will continue use of positional infor-

confusions among items at the beginning of mation for the short Sternberg lists but not for the longer
lists.the list.
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based on activation Eq. (1), where Ww is the
weighting given to the word, Sw is the strength
of association from the word to the trace, WL

is the weight of the list context, and SL is the
strength of association from the list context to
the trace. While the word becomes an im-
portant additional source of activation the
WwSw term will remain constant across condi-
tions. As in the case of the serial memory Eq.
(8), we can expand the base level to show the
effect of rehearsal time, decay, and list length

A Å B* / ln n 0 d ln T 0 WL ln L,

where B* reflects constant effects including
WwSw . Thus, just as in serial recall the critical FIG. 9. Observed (dashed lines) and predicted (solid
variables remain the amount of rehearsal n, lines) latencies for recognizing probes as a function of

set size. From Burrows and Okada (1975).delay time T, and the list length L.
We can use the prior settings of the decay

parameter, d, to 0.5 and assume an equal divi-
sion of source activation between word and nition memory. These are latencies to recog-
list context so that WL Å 0.5. Ignoring the nize items, particularly in the Sternberg para-
constant, our equation becomes digm, and the relationship between list length

and list strength, and the Tulving–Wiseman
Activation Å ln n 0 0.5 ln T 0 0.5 ln L. (9) function. One subsection will be devoted to

each topic.
This will be the critical activation equation

The Sternberg Paradigmfor this section. This is identical to the serial
memory equation [14] except that the list The Sternberg paradigm is one in which

subjects see a relatively small list of items andlength is weighted by 0.5 reflecting the divi-
sion of source activation (the Ws) between the then are presented with a single item and have

to judge whether that item is from the list. Aslist and the word. Again, this only gives an
approximation to the results of the simulation the result was originally described and is still

described in many textbooks, the claim is thatand we will present data from simulation runs.
An additional relevant factor in recognition there is a linear relationship between the num-

ber of items in the memory set and time tomemory involves partial matching to either
the word or the list context. Partial matching make this judgment. In fact the relationship is

more typically curvilinear and extends out toto the word will produce false alarming for
similar words. There are ample experiments lists as long as 20 items in length (Briggs,

1974). Figure 9 shows some data from Bur-that show effects of distractor similarity on
recognition memory (e.g., Anisfeld & Knapp, rows and Okada (1975) illustrating this rela-

tionship and a fit of our ACT-R model which1968; Underwood & Freund, 1968). Similarly,
subjects are likely to false alarm for a word we will describe below.

Since Burrows and Okada do not give usif it occurred in a similar list (e.g., Anderson &
Bower, 1974). the details of presentation timing or practice,

we simulated in ACT-R only the recognitionIn this section we want to focus on three
results which have proven important in the judgment task and not the study. For this rec-

ognition judgment task we used a similarpast 25 years of research and theory on recog-
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model as that which was used for our model data is so simple we can develop a simple
mathematical equivalent to display its predic-of sentence recognition in studies of the fan

effect (Anderson & Reder, in press) which tions by adapting the recognition Eq. (9).
Since we do not have the details to model theseems appropriate for time-pressured recogni-

tion judgments. Upon presentation of a probe study process, the number of rehearsals, n, and
delay, T, in that equation become irrelevantthe subject retrieves the most active item from

the list: and the recognition equation becomes

Retrieve-a-Candidate.
Activation Å 3.76 0 0.5 ln L,IF the goal is to recognize whether a

word is in the list
where L is the length of the list and 3.76 isand x is a word in the list
the level of activation of an element in a listTHEN consider x as the retrieved word.
of length 1 in the ACT-R simulation. The 3.76
reflects the default activation that elements get

This is a variant of Recognize-a-Word
in this ACT-R simulation. This activation

given earlier and its latency is determined by
value and the F parameter trade off such that

the same activation quantity (given by recog-
there is only one degree of freedom in fitting

nition memory Eq. (9)). If the probe is a word
the data. Thus, we left the activation value at

in the list, that candidate word will be most
its default and estimated F at 4.15. Then using

active since it receives activation from the
retrieval time Eq. (4) our prediction for la-

probe. Thus, it is only necessary to retrieve
tency is

one candidate. The subject then checks
whether the retrieved item matches the probe

Time Å I / Fe0A Å 0.5 / 4.15e03.76L0.5

and responds yes if it does:
Å 0.5 / 0.097L0.5,Match-Word.

IF the goal is to recognize whether a
where 0.5 is the fixed intercept I (reflectingword is in the list
encoding and response generation that will beand it matches the retrieved word
used throughout this paper), F is the latencyTHEN say yes.
factor estimated at 4.15, and 0.097 Å
4.15e03.76.11 The fit of this one-parameter

In the case of a foil, some list member will
model is basically identical to that of a loga-

be retrieved only to be rejected as mis-
rithmic equation given by Burrows and Okada

matching the probe by Mismatch-Word:
(which has two parameters) and is slightly
worse than their bilinear model (which hasMismatch-Word.

IF the goal is to recognize whether a four parameters). While this does involve the
estimation of one parameter, it does make theword is in the list

and it does not match the retrieved parameter-free prediction that latency should
increase as a function of the square root ofword

THEN say no. list length. The data do correspond closely to
this predicted form with an R2 of 0.957 for
the square root function as compared to 0.908For its success, this scheme relies on the fact
for a linear function.that if the word was studied, the chunk encod-

To have better tests for ACT-R it would being its occurrence in the list will be more ac-
useful to have data with better specificationtive than chunks encoding the occurrence of

other items. This will be the case because this
chunk will receive activation from the probe 11 While we estimated F at 4.15, it would have been
word. mathematically equivalent to use the equation above and

estimate .097 as our free parameter.Since the model for the Burrows and Okada
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The quality of the fit is quite good with a
mean error of prediction of 19 ms and an R2

of 0.886 with just two parameters estimated.
The data and the theory both reflect strong
effects of target versus foil, set size, and serial
position. It is worth reviewing what produces
these effects in the ACT-R theory. The effect
of target versus foil is due to the lower activa-
tion in the case of a foil for a trace retrieved
by Retrieve-a-Candidate (because the probe
does not provide source of activation to the
retrieved trace). The effect of serial position
reflects the effects of extra rehearsal of the
beginning of the list and shorter recency of
the end of the list. These are the same factors
operating in the memory span except that time
to recall in memory span is also affected by
order of output in span tests. Finally, the effectFIG. 10. Data (in dashed lines) from Raeburn (1974):
of set size is due to the combined effects ofTime to recognize an item for lists of various lengths as

a function of serial position. The predictions of the ACT- decreased associative activation and increased
R theory are in solid lines. decay of base-level activation since on aver-

age there will be longer delays between pre-
sentation and test.of the presentation timing and information

about the effect of serial position on latency.
Long-List Recognition MemoryRaeburn (1974) reports such an experiment in

which items were presented at the rate of 1.5 The Sternberg task is one where lists tend
to be short, accuracy is nearly perfect, ands per item and tested at a delay of 1.2 s after

the presentation of the last item. Figure 10 speed is the critical issue. As lists become
longer the issue shifts to recognition accuracy.presents his data as a function of serial posi-

tion of the targets plus the mean performance Errors on targets (false negatives) can be sim-
ply attributed to lower activation levels infor foils.

We developed a running ACT-R simulation ACT-R which result in failed recall of the
target chunk. In the Anderson and Bowerof these data. In modeling these data we want

to carry over as much of the representations framework, false alarms would be attributed
to subjects retrieving similar contexts to theand processes as we can from our model in

the previous section for serial memory given target contexts and partially matching these
contexts.that the lists are of similar length and the tim-

ings are similar. We used the same produc- Our ACT-R simulation of long-list recogni-
tion tasks involves a number of changes fromtions for encoding and rehearsal and only

changed the productions for making the rec- the simulation we used for the Sternberg rec-
ognition memory task. First, given the veryognition judgment. These recognition judg-

ment productions are the same ones that we long length of the list and given that this was
not a serial memory test, we no longer triedused for the Burrows and Okada simulation.

As in the case of the Burrows and Okada data, to represent the serial order of the list and just
stored the fact that the word occurred in thewe estimated the parameter, F, in fitting the

data. This was estimated at 2.29 s. Also, only list (see Fig. 8). As a consequence we could
not use serial position as a basis for rehearsingin this experiment did we have to estimate a

nondefault intercept parameter—0.6 s rather items but rather just rehearsed each item that
came to mind (i.e., the item that is momen-than 0.5 s.
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tarily most active) a maximum number of partially matches to a memory of the word in
another context. False negatives occur whentimes which we arbitrarily set to 2.12 Thus, the

critical rehearsal rule was no trace involving the word, including mem-
ory of it in the list, is above threshold and the

Rehearse.
Reject rule applies.

IF the goal is to study the words in a list
and there is a trace of a word which List Strength and List Length Effects

has occurred in the list
Recently there has been a considerable stir

and has not been rehearsed two times
caused by what are called the list strength and

THEN rehearse it one more time.
list length effects on recognition memory
(e.g., Ratcliff, Clark, & Shiffrin, 1990). Rec-

We used the following two rules for ac-
ognition memory for individual items deterio-

cepting targets and rejecting foils:
rates as the list has more items (the list length
effect). It also gets better as items are studiedAccept.

IF the goal is to recognize if a word oc- more (the list strength effect). The interesting
question is what happens when some items ofcurred in the list

and there is a trace of the word in the the list are studied more often or longer and
others are not. On analogy to the list lengthlist

THEN accept it. effect, one might imagine that if some items
are studied more (this is analogous to making

Reject.
the list longer), the remaining items in a list

IF the goal is to recognize if a word oc-
would suffer greater interference. Just these

curred in the list
effects occur with mixed lists in free recall

THEN reject it,
where extra study for some items make others
less available. However, there is no effect of

where the rejection rule was rated lower in
amount of study of other items in recognition

ACT-R’s conflict resolution13 (which means
memory. Ratcliff et al. (1990) proclaimed that

it will only fire if the acceptance rule fails).
no extant theory of memory could accommo-

Thus, the Reject rule has to wait for the Accept
date these results. Since that time a number of

rule to time out before it fires. We used this
theories (e.g., McClelland & Chappel, 1994;

rather than the reject rule in the previous simu-
Shiffrin & Steyvers, 1997) have been modified

lation which retrieved some trace because (a)
or proposed to accommodate the result. It

latency was not critical, making the longer
turns out that ACT-R is in this list of theories

time-out latency for Reject acceptable and (b)
although we have to say this result was far

sometimes no chunk was above threshold be-
from our mind when we proposed the ACT-

cause of the longer list structure.
R theory in 1993 and we have only recently

False alarms occur when the Accept rule
realized that it explained these effects.

A representative experiment which captures
12 Also as a consequence, the D parameter for positional these results is Experiment 4 reported by Rat-

confusions is no longer relevant. cliff et al. (1990). In five conditions they had
13 ACT-R’s conflict resolution theory is a mechanism subjects either study 10 items 4 times (the 10-

for selecting a production rule when more than one is
PS condition for ‘‘pure strong’’), 16 items 4applicable. Different rules have different values and the
times (the 16-PS condition), 16 items with halfhighest valued rule applies first. If the selected rule fails

to retrieve the needed information, as in the case above, presented 4 times, and half presented 1 time
the next highest rule will be tried and so on until one (the 16-M condition for ‘‘mixed’’ condition
matches. ACT-R’s conflict resolution theory plays a mi- which contains 8 strong items, designated
nor role in the simulations of the paper, essentially

16MS, and 8 weak items, designated 16MW),allowing us to order rules. Elsewhere it does play a critical
16 items each presented once (the 16-PW con-role in models of strategy selection and choice (e.g., Lo-

vett & Anderson, 1996). dition for ‘‘pure weak’’), or 40 items each
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We encoded with each word three nonlist con-
texts which could serve as sources of false
alarms. We estimated only the three parame-
ters which influenced accuracy:

1. The activation threshold, t, which was
estimated to be 1.8.

2. The parameter, s, in Eqs. (6) and (7)
which controls the noise in the activation val-
ues. This was estimated to be 0.55.

3. A P parameter for the partial matching
penalty between list contexts (see partial match-
ing Eq. (4)). This was estimated to be 2.0.

In general the correspondence between the
theory and the data is quite good. The recogni-
tion memory Eq. (9) directly implies that listFIG. 11. Effects of list length and list strength from
strength and list length will have an effect onRatcliff, Clark, and Shiffrin (1990). Data are the open

circles and theory the filled circles. recall. More study results in increased practice
producing greater base-level activation.
Longer lists result in greater fan producing
less associative activation. In addition to thesepresented once (the 40-PW condition). The
two major factors, there are two minor factors.results are displayed in Fig. 11 measured in
First, longer lists also result in longer delays.terms of d* with the strong and weak items
Second, there is rehearsal borrowing in thefrom the 16M condition plotted separately. It
mixed list conditions such that weak wordscan be seen that for otherwise comparable lists
get rehearsed at the expense of strong words.there is a length effect, worse performance for
Rehearsal borrowing is weak in our simulationlonger lists. It can also be seen within the
but real: There are an average of 2.00 rehears-16 item lists that there is a strength effect—
als for 16PS words, 1.99 rehearsals for 16MSperformance is worse for words that are only
words, 1.96 rehearsals for 16MW words, andpresented once (W words are worse than S
1.61 rehearsals for 16PW words. These re-words). However, there is effectively no dif-
hearsal effects are weak compared to the 1ference between items that come from mixed
versus 4 presentation difference. There hasor pure lists. That is, holding list length and
been a tendency to reject rehearsal borrowingthe strength of the target items constant, there
in the literature. The best test of the rehearsalis no effect of the strength of the other items
borrowing hypothesis is by Murname & Shif-in the list.
frin (1991, Experiment 3) who comparedFigure 11 also presents the results from an
mixed with pure conditions, controlling delayACT-R simulation of this experiment using
until test. The effects are all in the predictedthe production set described in the previous
direction of rehearsal borrowing but with non-section. In addition to the parameters that are
significant ts of 1.08, 1.44, 0.86, and 1.39. Weheld constant in all the simulations, we preset
do not regard these weak effects as inconsis-the latency factor F to be 2.00 which is compa-
tent with the weak degree of rehearsal bor-rable to its value in the Raeburn experiment.14

rowing that is occurring in the ACT-R simula-
tion. It needs to be emphasized that the major

14 In experiments where latency is not a dependent mea- factors at work are associative interference
sure prediction, our predictions are only weakly depen-

which produces list-length effects and differ-dent on the setting of F. Therefore, in these experiments
ential practice (dominated by number of pre-we satisfied ourselves with ballpark setting and did not

search for a good fitting parameter. sentations not rehearsals) which produces list-
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strength effects. Both differential decay and predicts that some items recalled in one mem-
ory test will not be recalled in another test. Thedifferential rehearsal are much weaker effects

in the simulation. ACT-R explains the differ- basic explanation of this turns on the noise
in base-level activations of memory chunks.ences among the conditions as follows:
Some of this noise is what Anderson and Le-

10PS versus 16PS: The 10 PS condition is
biere (1998) call transient noise which varies

at an advantage because of lower associative
from moment to moment. The other is perma-

interference and shorter lag to test.
nent noise which is a one time perturbation of

16PS versus 16MS: These two conditions
the base-level activations. For many applica-

are equated on the important factors of list
tions the distinction between permanent and

length (associative interference) and number
transient noise is not critical (and we have to

of presentations (differential practice). The
this point just used a single aggregate noise)

16MS condition does suffer a very little from
but the distinction becomes critical when one

rehearsal borrowing but has a somewhat
looks at repeated tests. To the extent that noise

shorter delay until test.
is permanent the same performance will be

16MS versus 16MW: The 16MS condition
obtained on repeated tests but to the extent to

has advantages of number of presentations,
which it is transient the performance will be

differential rehearsal, and slightly shorter de-
uncorrelated.

lays until test.
We decided to investigate whether ACT-

16MW versus 16PW: These two conditions
R could predict the Tulving–Wiseman Law

are again equated on the important factors of
which involves this relationship between re-

associative interference and number of presen-
call and recognition (Flexser & Tulving, 1978;

tations. The 16MW condition has slightly
Tulving & Wiseman, 1975). This regularity

more rehearsals but also slightly longer delays
involves plotting the relationship between

until test.
p(RnÉRc), the probability of recognizing an

16PW versus 40PW: The 40PW items are
item conditional on it being recalled to a cue,

at a disadvantage with respect to associative
and p(Rn), the probability of its unconditional

interference and delay until test.
recognition. Nilsson and Gardiner (1993)
present data from 302 experiments reportedAgain we emphasize that, while differential

decay and rehearsal borrowing are weak fac- by many researchers. This is reproduced in
Fig. 12 along with the original function pro-tors at work, the length–strength results really

fall out of the ACT-R assumptions about in- posed by Flexser and Tulving:
creased associative inference with length and
increased base-level activation with practice. p(RnÉRc) Å p(Rn) / 0.5[p(Rn) 0 p(Rn)2].

The Tulving–Wiseman Law
To obtain ACT-R predictions about the rela-

The theory we have described of recogni- tionship between p(RnÉRc) and p(Rn), we
tion is basically the theory of Anderson and need to specify four quantities relevant to the
Bower (1972). It has been claimed that this probability Eq. (6):
theory was disconfirmed by various demon-
strations of the failure to recognize recallable 1. The activation (Mi in Eq. (6)) of the

memory chunk encoding the word in the list.words (Tulving & Thompson, 1973). The typ-
ical version of this demonstration presents By varying this we can map out the recogni-

tion function in Fig. 12. We decided to varywords for study in the context of weakly asso-
ciated cues, tests recall of the words to these this from 03 to 3, assuming a threshold, t,

of 0. With this threshold, an activation of 0cues, and tests recognition in isolation. The
phenomenon is that subjects cannot recognize would map into 50% recall.

2. The permanent noise which we gave ansome of the words they can recall. Far from
this result contradicting the theory, ACT-R s of 0.5.
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tion for low values of p(Rn). It is as much as
10% above in the range below p(Rn) Å 0.3.
However, there have been relatively few ex-
periments which produce data points in this
range and they do, in fact, tend to be above
the Tulving–Wiseman curve. We have also
reproduced the best-fitting quadratic equation
to the data in Fig. 12 which is p(RnÉRc) Å
0.095 / 1.284 p(Rn) 0 0.363 p(Rn)2. As can
be seen this best-fitting equation is raised
above the Tulving–Wiseman function in the
range of low p(Rn) just as the ACT-R func-
tion. In fact, both ACT-R and the Tulving–
Wiseman function have equivalent fits to the
data with mean derivations of 0.085 as com-
pared to 0.081 for the best-fitting quadratic
function.15

FIG. 12. Probability of recognition, p(Rn), as a function Nilsson and Gardiner identify two classes
of probability of recognition conditional on recall, of exceptions to the Tulving–Wiseman Law,
p(RnÉRc). Each data point is a case from Nilsson and

both of which are associated with muchGardiner (1993). Also plotted are the original Tulving-
higher-than-predicted values of p(RnÉRc).Wiseman function, predictions of ACT-R, and the best-

fitting quadratic function. First, there are ‘‘retrieval exceptions’’ where
the recall cue is present or effectively present
at the recognition test as well. We would pre-
dict this class of deviations because in these3. The transient noise which we also gave
cases the noise due to cue variability (quantityan s of 0.5.
4 given earlier) would be shared by the recall4. We had to model the effect of the differ-
and recognition conditions. Second, there areent recall cues which would be differentially
the ‘‘encoding exceptions’’ when the cues areeffective in prompting recall of the target. We
not associated to the target. Again we woulddecided to model this by adding another tran-
predict this class of exceptions because theresient s of 0.5 for the recall condition.
would be no cue variability to distinguish rec-

The total noise s is the square root of the ognition and recall.
sum of the s’s squared. Thus, recognition has

FREE RECALLan s of
√
0.5 and cued recall an s of

√
0.75.

These base-level activations and noise val- Free recall is an experimental paradigm
where the subject is allowed to recall the itemsues were passed through the probability Eq.

(6) to give probabilities of recall and recogni- of a list in any order. The removal of the
constraint of recalling in serial order maytion. Because of the common permanent acti-

vation these probabilities would be correlated seem to simplify the task from serial recall.
However, in fact it complicates the task sub-but far from perfectly correlated because of

the transient noise. The actual predicted func- stantially because it frees the subject to choose
among a wide variety of strategies for study-tion in Fig. 12 was obtained by Monte Carlo

simulation (1 million trials per point) varying ing items and recalling them. Some subjects
repeat groups of words over and over again,activation from 03 to 3 in 0.25 increments.

In general the function does fairly well in
fitting the data. It deviates from the Tulving– 15 We have not estimated an optimal ACT-R but nei-
Wiseman function in its not being symmetric ther is the original Tulving and Wiseman function an

optimal fit.around p(Rn) Å 0.5 and being above the func-
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other subjects look for associative or categori- assumed that subjects had a buffer of four
elements for rehearsal and that, when a newcal relationships among the words, and still

other subjects make up stories involving these element came in, the simulation randomly re-
placed a member of the buffer. This bufferwords. It has been shown that the more organi-

zational structure a subject tries to impose on was implemented by storing the four elements
in four slots of the goal. After that the systemthe material the better memory they display

(e.g., Mandler, 1967). randomly chose items to rehearse from the
buffer as time allowed. At time of recall, theThe generate-test model described in An-

derson and Bower (1972) and realized in the subject would first dump the members of the
buffer, if it could,17 and then recall itemsFRAN simulation model (Anderson, 1972)

was an attempt to extract the essence of these whose activation was above a threshold. Thus,
if PB is the probability the item is still in thestrategies. The basic assumptions of that

model were: buffer, the probability of recalling the item is
approximately1. The subject maintains a small set of

about four items from the list which they re-
Probability of Recallhearse and among which they try to find rela-

tionships. When a new item is encountered it Å PB / (1 0 PB)P(Activation ú t),
enters this buffer and an old item is removed.
This is basically the buffer model of Atkinson where t is the threshold. The activation for
and Shiffrin (1968) with the added assumption an element would vary with the number of
that subjects search for semantic relationships times it had been rehearsed, the length of time
among the items in the buffer. since those rehearsals, and the fan out of the

2. At time of recall subjects try to generate list node (determined by list size). While we
candidate items, using among other things, the will present the results of actual simulations,
associative relationships that they have laid it would be useful to have in hand an equation
down. approximately giving the activation levels. In

3. Every time subjects generate a word they this case with a single source of activation
would then try to recognize it. Thus, the recog- (the LIST—the word is not presented), the
nition process we discussed in the previous operative equation is identical to the serial
section was embedded as part of the recall memory equation (8).
process.

The SAM model of Raaijmakers and Shif- Activation Å ln n 0 0.5 ln T 0 ln L, (10)
frin (1981) was another attempt to achieve an
abstract characterization of this process. In that where n is the number of encodings and re-
model traces were generated according to hearsals, T is the time since encoding, and L
strength of association to the context and to the is the list length.
last retrieved item. There was a second stage

Serial Position Effectsin which an attempt was made to recover the
word from the trace. The probability of this One of the basic results about free recall is
second stage was determined by overall activa- the serial-position curve which is a function
tion rather than retrieval of contextual informa- giving probability of recall as a function of
tion as in the Anderson and Bower model. position of the item in the input sequence.

In developing an ACT-R simulation of free- Figure 13 shows some data gathered by Mur-
recall experiments we adopted a version that dock (1962) looking at recall of lists that var-
is simpler than either SAM or FRAN.16 We

17 Items in the buffer still have to be retrieved to pro-16 We do not deny the complexities. It is just that they
are irrelevant to some of the principal effects in the litera- duce their name and there is a small probability that they

will not be sufficiently active for this retrieval to succeed.ture that we will address here.
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FIG. 13. Probability of recall of lists of various lengths (10, 15, 20, 30, 40) and amount of study time
(1 or 2 seconds) as a function of serial position. (a) Data from Murdock (1962). (b) Predictions of the
ACT-R theory.

ied in length from 10 to 40 words, presented while the primacy effect is produced by the
extra rehearsals given to the target item. Theat 1 or 2 s for each word. These results show

the classic recency effect which is the high overall correspondence is quite good with an
R2 of 0.923 predicting 135 points.level of recall at the end of the list and the

primacy effect which is the somewhat higher Under this analysis the striking recency ef-
fect is due to both the decay of base-level acti-level of recall at the beginning of the list. The

performance level is somewhat flat in interme- vation and the tendency to rehearse and recall
first the last few items of the list. In experi-diate positions with levels higher for shorter

lists or for lists with more study time. Figure ments where interfering activity is given after
the list to wipe out the buffer, the advantage13b shows the corresponding predictions of

the ACT-R model. We preassigned the latency of the last few items disappear and they often
show poorer recall, the so-called negative re-scale parameter F to have a value of 2.0 s for

this experiment. The estimated parameters for cency effect (Craik, 1970; Gardiner, Thomp-
son, & Maskarinec, 1974). In experimentsthis simulation were t Å 3.2 and s (activation

noise) Å 0.70. The recency effect in ACT-R where an effort is made to eliminate rehearsal
the primacy effect goes away and so does theis produced by the probability that the item is

still in the buffer plus the short delay in recall negative recency effect when tested after a de-
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jects recalling the last item 100% of the time)
and there is no primacy effect to speak of.

We ran an ACT-R simulation of that data.
We took a very extreme interpretation of the
intervening activity and assumed that it elimi-
nated all rehearsal. Thus, we assumed each
item had a single study when presented and
no rehearsal. Recall began 20 s after the last
presentation. We assumed that the subject had
no rehearsal buffer and that all recall was de-
termined by the activation of the chunks in
declarative memory. Figure 14 presents the
predictions of the ACT-R model with s Å 0.60
and t Å 1.4. The fit is quite good with an R2

of 0.860. Note ACT-R shows a large recency
FIG. 14. Data from Glenberg, Bradley, Stevenson, effect in this experiment even though it has

Kraus, Tkachuk, Gretz, Fish, and Turpin (1980) in no buffer to dump. Thus, the recency function
which interspersed arithmetic was used to eliminate is not just a consequence of buffer dumping.
use of a rehearsal buffer. The dashed lines are the data

It is more fundamentally a consequence of theand the solid lines are the predictions of the ACT-R
decay built into base-level Eq. (2).theory.

The Ratio Rule

Our fit of the Glenberg et al. (1980) serial
lay (Baddeley, 1986). In such studies, where position curves raises the issue of whether
subjects are prevented from forming a re- ACT-R can predict the regularity noted by
hearsal buffer and forced just to process the Glenberg, Bradley, Kraus, and Renzaglia
item under study, one also sees a diminished (1983) in the serial position curve. This regular-

ity is that recency varies roughly as a functionpositive recency effect. Performance tends to
of the logarithm of the ratio of the inter-itemdrop off continuously from the end of the list.
presentation interval (IPI) to the retention inter-These studies are perhaps the cleanest studies
val (RI). In Fig. 13 note that the serial positionof free recall because they both eliminate the
curve is steeper for the 9 pairs condition wherebuffer and differential practice.
the IPI/RI ratio is 24/20 than the 36 pairs condi-Figure 14 shows some data from an experi-
tion where it is 6/20. The measure of recencyment by Glenberg, Bradley, Stevenson, Kraus,
proposed by Glenberg et al. is the slope fromTkachuk, Gretz, Fish, and Turpin (1980)
the last to the third-back item in a list. Theywhich is of this kind. Subjects studied pairs
showed that this is roughly a linear function ofof words for 2 s. In one condition they studied
the logarithm of the IPI/RI ratio. This has been36 such pairs (for 72 items) each preceded by
used to argue that the serial position curve re-4 s of distracting activity while in the other
flects a temporal discrimination process and notcondition they studied 9 such pairs (for 18
a simple decay process.items) each preceded by 22 s of distracting

It turns out that ACT-R does predict a sys-activity. The experiment was designed so that
tematic relationship between recency and thesubjects spent 216 s studying the list in both
IPI/RI ratio. To see this relationship, it is use-conditions. The effect of the distraction was
ful to consider the odds form of Eq. (6)to prevent any cumulative rehearsal and force

subjects just to attend to the presented items. Odds of Recall Å e(Mi0t)/s.
In both conditions there was 20 s of interven-
ing activity before recall. As can be seen the The Mi can be replaced by our free recall

Eq. (10) in which case we getrecency effect is reduced (no longer are sub-
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the above into a linear function of ln(IPI/RI),
which is the independent measure advocated
by Glenberg et al.

ln
Odds-Ratio 0 1

2
Å lnFOddsf 0 Oddsf02

2 Oddsf02
G

Å ln(IPI/RI).

It would be instructive to compare the two
dependent measures, Glenberg’s slope mea-
sure and the odds measure, ln[(Oddsf 0
Oddsf02)/2 Oddsf02], in fitting data reported by
Nairne, Neath, Serra, and Byun (1997). TheseFIG. 15. Data from Nairne, Neath, Serra, and Byun

(1997): Two measures of recency as a function of data involve wide variations of the IPI/RI ratio
ln(IPI/RI). and are quite reliable. Figure 15 offers this

comparison and it makes the point that the
two measures are highly correlated (r Å .989).

Odds of Recall Å C∗T 0r, The slope measure is more intuitive and statis-
tically better behaved. For instance, if it

where T is delay, rÅ .5/s, and C is the constant should happen by chance that performance on
part that does not depend on delay C Å f 0 2 is better than performance on f (as in
e[ln(n)0ln(L)0t]/s. the case in one condition in Glenberg et al.,

ACT-R makes a prediction about the ratio 1980), then the odds measure is not defined
of odds of recall at various serial positions. whereas the slope measure is just negative.
If we compare the final ( f ) item and two- On the other hand, the odds measure, being
before-final ( f 0 2) item we get the following theoretically derived, is more sensible. The
prediction: linear relationship proposed between log(IPI/

RI) and slope would imply negative slopes for
small enough ratios and slopes greater than 1Odds-Ratio Å Oddsf

Oddsf02

Å (Tf02/Tf)
r,

for large enough ratios. It also implies that
level of performance should be the same for

where Tf is the delay for the final item and any IPI/RI ratio, independent of absolute dura-
Tf02 is the delay for the two-before-final item. tion. In contrast, Nairne et al. show, as ACT-R
If we replace Tf by the retention interval RI would imply, that absolute performance goes
and Tf02 by RI / 2*IPI. We can transform the down with longer intervals, reflecting the
above rule into greater forgetting.

Nairne et al. (1997) propose a combination
of Estes’ (1972; Lee & Estes, 1977) perturba-Odds-Ratio Å [1 / 2(IPI/RI)]r.
tion model and Neath’s (1993) dimensional
distinctiveness model to predict their data. InThus, the odds ratio is predicted to be a func-

tion of the IPI/RI ratio. their model positions move with time and dis-
tinctiveness is lost. Thus, we hardly want toThe regularity predicted by ACT-R in-

volves a different measure than the slope pro- imply ACT-R is the only theory capable of
accounting for this data. However, it is im-posed by Glenberg et al. and is a different

function of IPI/RI ratio. Nonetheless, it does portant to note that it is embedded within an
existing theory and is a direct consequencepredict the importance of the same critical

quantity. Moreover, if we assume s Å 0.5 (a decay factor in one of the basic equations
(base-level Eq. (2)) of that theory.common value), then rÅ 1 and we can convert
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List Length and Study Time Effects

We have discussed list length and study
time effects in recognition. In free recall re-
searchers have also examined how memory
for list items increases with the length of the
list or the amount of time per item. Figure 16
shows some data from Roberts (1972) dis-
playing how number of words recalled in-
crease as the list length increases from 10 to
40 items and as study time increases from 0.5
to 8 s per item. As Fig. 16b shows the ACT-
R model (same simulation as in the Murdock
experiment—see Fig. 13), it does a good job
in accounting for this pattern of data. The pa-
rameters in this model fit were tÅ 2.9 and sÅ
0.85. The correspondence is particularly good
and the overall R2 Å 0.990.

The simulation is accounting for the full
pattern of data. As study time increases re-
hearsal increases and memory improves. As
number of words increase, fan out of the list
increases and so proportions of recall de-
crease. These are the standard list length and
study time effects. However, there is a sub-
tlety concerning total study time. As list length
increases, total number recalled increases
even as proportion recalled decreases. This
reflects the benefit of increased study time and
the cost of increased interference. While the
relationship is not perfect, total recall tends to
be strongly related to the total study time.
ACT-R reproduces all of these effects.

IMPLICIT MEMORY

The most recent domain of interest in list- FIG. 16. (a) Data from Roberts (1972) showing how
learning experiments has been implicit mem- number of words recalled increases with list lengths and
ory. In general, such experiments involve study time; (b) predictions form ACT-R.
demonstrations that subjects are facilitated in
their memory for words in ways that they do
not realize. Many of these demonstrations in- 1989; Jacoby, Toth, & Yonelinas, 1993) on

implicit memory involves word fragmentvolve perceptual facilitation. For instance,
subjects may be able to read faster words that completion. For instance, subjects might study

a word like HARE. Then, later they will bethey have studied in a list even though they
may not be able to remember seeing these tested with a fragment like H_R_ and be asked

to complete it as a word. They are more likelywords (Feustel, Shiffrin, & Salasoo, 1983;
Johnston, Dark, & Jacoby, 1985; Johnston, to complete it as HARE after seeing the word

than other possible completions like HIRE orHawley, & Elliott, 1991; Watkins & Gibson,
1988). Other work (e.g., Hayman & Tulving, HURT. Sometimes they will show this ten-
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dency even when they are explicitly instructed
not to complete the fragment with the word
they have studied. They make these ‘‘errors’’
because they do not explicitly remember
seeing the word but their system has been im-
plicitly affected by seeing the word. One of
the reasons for excitement about this research FIG. 17. A representation that encodes lexical informa-

tion in a spelling chunk and list information in a contextis that some types of amnesic patients show
chunk.normal levels of implicit memory but show

almost no explicit memory for the words
(Graf, Squire, & Mandler, 1984). Relationship between Word Naming and

Word RecognitionThere have been a number of attempts to
account for these results in terms of activation- Figure 17 shows the basic ACT-R represen-
based network models of memory (Bower, tation for a word, its spelling, and its occur-
1996; Reder & Gordon, 1996; Reder, Nhouy- rence in a list. The letters are stored as part
vanisvong, Schunn, Ayers, Angstadt, & Hi- of a spelling chunk and the word is stored as
raki, 1997; Reder & Schunn, 1996). The fun- having occurred in the list as part of a context
damental idea is that declarative network chunk. There would be a separate context
structures can be left in heightened states of chunk for each context the word occurred in.
activation as a resulting of processing. These If we were to deal with conceptual priming
heightened states can facilitate later pro- we would have to elaborate this representation
cessing. The ‘‘implicit’’ memory is these to include a distinction between words and
heightened states of activation. In contrast, concepts (as is done by Bower, 1996), but
explicit memory requires adding and retriev- this is not done in Fig. 17 for the sake of
ing new declarative network structures rather simplicity.

Basically, reading the word requires retriev-than just priming existing ones. This basic
ing the word from the letter representation.idea of other researchers can be easily incor-
The operative production isporated into the ACT-R system and in the

next few pages we will describe how this can Read-Word.
be achieved. This idea is that recent access IF the goal is to read a word consisting
to knowledge will increase its base-level acti- of the letters L1, L2, L3, and L4
vation and so make it more accessible the and L1, L2, L3, and L4 spell Word
next time. While we could extend this idea THEN say Word.
to priming of conceptual information we will
focus on priming of lexical information. Typi- Reading a word will strengthen the base-
cal tasks involve naming a word, judging level activation of the chunk encoding the
whether a word is correctly spelled, or com- word’s spelling. As a consequence, the next
pleting a word fragment. In all cases the sub- time that word is presented or a fragment of
ject must get access to information about the word is presented the subject will be faster
word spelling. and more likely to access that chunk. Reading

It should be appreciated that the decay func- a word will also cause a chunk to be formed
tion for base-level activation (Eq. (2)) pro- encoding that the word occurred in the list.
duces extremely slow decay at long delays. This new chunk will serve as the basis for a
Thus, the claim that priming is due to in- recognition memory judgment.
creases in base-level activation is not incom- We attempted to model the experiment of
patible with demonstrations of priming at long Johnston et al. (1991) as one test of ACT-
delays (e.g., Sloman, Hayman, Ohta, Law, & R’s theory of word reading. Subjects in their

experiment studied 96 four- or five-letterTulving, 1988).
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TABLE 2words at the rate of one word per 2 s. The
first and last four words were buffers but the Reading Time and Recognition Proportions for Words:

Data and Simulationmiddle 88 were critical. Subjects were then
tested with 206 words which consisted of a

Fast uncoveringbuffer of 30 words followed by the 88 target
Recognized Not recognizedwords mixed in with 88 foils. The words were

presented for recognition camouflaged in dots
Target Hits False negativeswhich either disappeared at a slow rate or fast

1313 ms (1324) 1521 ms (1446)
rate. The subjects were to read the word as fast 73% (75%) 27% (25%)
as they could. In our simulation the reading Foil False alarms Correct rejections

1455 ms (1531) 1670 ms (1724)of the word was governed by the Read-Word
39% (37%) 61% (63%)production above. The actual timing consisted

of three components. There was the time to
Slow uncoveringencode to the letters (estimated at the default

Recognized Not recognizedof 200 ms during study, 500 ms during test
in the fast uncovering condition, and 700 ms

Target Hits False negativesduring test in the slow uncovering condition),
1481 ms (1531) 1737 ms (1658)

the time to retrieve the word in the Read- 72% (72%) 28% (28%)
Word production, and the time to say the word Foil False alarms Correct rejections

1789 ms (1718) 1876 ms (1918)(given a standard estimate of 500 ms). After
35% (36%) 65% (64%)reading the word, ACT-R recognized the word

using the same productions as used in the rec-
Note. Data from Johnson, Hawley, and Elliot (1991).

ognition section to model the length–strength Simulation is in parentheses.
effect. ACT-R simulated 32 subjects, the same
number as in the Johnston et al. experiment.
The nondefault parameter settings were the chunk supports the recognition judgment. The

context chunk can be low in activation withoutencoding times (set longer than usual to reflect
the difficult encoding conditions), the latency the spelling chunk being low in activation.

However, it is also interesting to note thatscale parameter F set at 1.3 s, the activation
noise parameter s set at 0.65, and the activa- ACT-R is slower to read words which it does

not recognize. It is approximately as fast attion threshold parameter t set at 0.9.
Table 2 presents the data and the simulation reading a word that it has seen before but it

thinks it has not seen (a false negative) as aresults broken down according to whether the
word was a target or a foil, whether the word word which it has not seen before and thinks

it has (a false alarm). The overall ordering ofwas recognized or not, and whether the uncov-
ering was fast or slow. The correspondence conditions in terms of reading times is Hits

õ False Negatives, False Alarms õ Correctbetween data and theory is good. The R2 be-
tween simulation and data are 0.921 in the Rejections. It has been argued that this is evi-

dence that subjects use perceptual fluency ascase of the percentages and 0.910 in the case
of latencies. There are two relevant effects a basis for performing word recognition, i.e.,

that they tend to say that they recognize wordsapparent in the data and the simulation. First,
ACT-R is faster at reading words that it has which they can read more rapidly. This claim

has come in for considerable dispute. For in-seen before. Second, it is faster at recognizing
words that it thinks it has seen. Note that, even stance, Poldrack and Logan (1997) argued

that, while there is a difference in the latenciesif the model cannot recognize the word, it is
faster at reading it if it has seen it. This is the for targets and foils, there is so much overlap

in the latency distributions that subjects woulddissociation of implicit from explicit memory.
This occurs because the spelling chunk sup- be very poor in the recognition judgments if

they used their reading times as a basis forports the reading process while the context
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TABLE 3making recognition judgments. Watkins and
Gibson (1988) have argued that the correlation Proportion of Fragments Solved and ACT-R Predictions

Are in Parenthesesbetween identification time and recognition
performance is due to item selection effects

Studied words Nonstudied wordssuch that items which are more easily identi-
fied also tend to be more recognizable. Test 1 Test 2 Test 1 Test 2

It turns out that ACT-R’s explanation for
Same fragments in Test 1 and Test 2why the reading latencies are shorter for yes’s

than no’s is a variation of the item selection Conditional .32 (.34) .17 (.16)a .20 (.19) .09 (.08)
Control .36 (.33) .18 (.19)argument. To understand what is happening

in ACT-R it is important to appreciate the
Different fragments in Test 1 and Test 2contribution of associative strengths to the

reading times and to recognition accuracy. Conditional .35 (.36) .34 (.35)a .19 (.18) .19 (.19)
Control .37 (.32) .17 (.17)Since the letters are part of the goal, associa-

tive activation from the letters influence both
a Test 2 responses are Conditional on failure in Test 1.

the reading times and the recognition judg-
ments. Reading time will be determined by
the Sjis from the letters to the word chunk and Fragment Completion
the recognition judgment will be influenced

Hayman and Tulving (1989) reported aby the Sjis from the letters to context chunk.
study on fragment completion which showsBoth of these associations involve the same
some of the subtlety of implicit memory tests.sources (js, the letters) but different chunks
Subjects studied lists of 160 words. These(is, either word or context chunk). Basically,
included 16 primacy fillers, 64 critical words,because of the fan effect (associative strength
and 80 recency filters. Subjects performed

Eq. (3)) some sources will have weaker asso-
two fragment completion tests. The first test

ciations than other sources. That is, some let-
involved 32 words which the subject had

ters appear in relatively few words and so will
studied plus 32 words not studied. The sec-

have strong associations to both these words ond test involved the other 32 studied words,
and the word contexts. This means that words 32 new nonstudied words, plus whatever
that are read faster are also more likely to words the subjects had not successfully com-
produce recall of contexts (resulting in hits if pleted in the first test. These repeated words
it occurred in the study context and false were either tested with the same fragment
alarms if occurred only in other contexts). or a different fragment. For instance, if the

It should be noted that in Experiment 5 original word was aardvark the two frag-
Johnston et al. tested identification and recog- ments were either a--d--rk or -ar-va--. Note
nition in two separate tests and, in contrast to the two are complementary. The results and
their data in Table 2, they failed to find a our simulation of these results are displayed
relationship between latency and judged sta- in Table 3. On Test 1 subjects show better
tus. This failure has been used to argue against memory for studied words than new words
the item selection hypothesis since that hy- which is a standard priming effect. On Test
pothesis does not require that identification 2 they show poorer memory for the words
and recognition be tested together. However, that they failed to complete in Test 1 when
the procedure in their Experiment 5 used a they are retested with the same fragment but
‘‘mock subliminal paradigm’’ in which no not when retested with a new fragment. Per-
words were actually presented for study. Thus, formance with a new fragment is as good as
there is no memory chunk to be primed by the control performance on words that had
the letters and ACT-R would not predict a not been tested in Test 1.

The simulation modeled the data assumingcorrelation between latency and judged status.
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subjects tried to retrieve the words by means mentary only one will have the first letter
which is probably the best cue for the word.of productions like:
We represented this in our model by setting

Complete-Fragment-1-3.
the strengths of association from the first letter

IF the goal is to complete a word con-
much higher than that from other letters (4.0

sisting of the letters L1_L3_
versus 0.4). Our setting of associative strengths

and L1, L2, L3, and L4 spell Word
was basically determined to produce equal re-

THEN say Word,
call of the different fragments in the condi-
tional Test 2 as control fragments in Test 2
(same or different). So our model does notwhere Li refers to the ith letter. Probability of

firing this production will depend on the base- really predict this effect although it does pre-
dict better conditional performance on Test 2level activation of the word plus the strength

of association from L1 and L3 to the word. for different fragments than for same frag-
ments.Both of these will be increased by recent expo-

sure to the word. Thus, there will be a higher
REFLECTIONS ON THE MODELprobability of completing the word if it had

FITTING ENTERPRISEbeen studied. We set the latency scale parame-
ter F to 0.5 in fitting this data and estimated In a recent paper critical of model-fitting

efforts Roberts and Pashler (submitted fors at 0.3 and t at00.45.18 The other parameters
were kept constant. The correspondence be- publication) complained that models are not

applied across a range of experiments. Wetween theory and data is clearly quite good
with an overall R2 of 0.962. would submit this effort as one of a number

exceptions to this assertion. While these areThere are basically two results in the data.
First, subjects and simulation are almost twice all list memory experiments they reflect a sub-

stantial variation in the testing procedures.as good at completing words they have studied.
This shows the strengthening effect of that ex- There are a number of questions one can ask

when a single theory fits a range of experi-perience. Second, there is an effect of how
subjects are retested on words they missed. ments. Among these are whether the varia-

tions in parameter estimates across the experi-They are worse when retested in the same way
with the same string on which they have failed. ments are reasonable and whether there are

any hidden assumptions in the models. WeThis is because one is conditionalizing on
items which are likely to have low base-level will address these issues of parameter regular-

ity and hidden assumptions.activations and associative strengths. How-
ever, when tested on different fragments, sub-

Parameter Variationjects recall conditional on failure is no worse
than their completion of new fragments. The Table 4 is a summary of the parameters

used in fitting the models to the experimentsconditional performance on the different frag-
ments reflects a plus–minus effect. That is, as and the proportion of variance accounted for.

Except for the s, t, and F, the parametersin the case of the same fragment condition,
we are conditionalizing on lower base-level have been basically held constant across the

experiments. The variations in s, the noise pa-activations which should result in lower recall.
On the other hand, we are testing with new rameter, are rather small. One reason for vari-

ation in this parameter is that it will reflectletters which might have stronger associations.
Indeed, since the two fragments are comple- heterogeneity in the population of subjects and

variability in items and how subjects attend
to them. The more variable they are the larger

18 The activation noise was equally partialed between
this parameter which controls variance inpermanent and transient activation noise. See our earlier
ACT-R activations. Better performance ondiscussion of these two types of activation noise in the

subsection on the Tulving-Wiseman Law. some items will be modeled by higher ACT-
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TABLE 4

Parameter Estimates of Various Experiments

Ratcliff, Johnston,
Burrows Clark, & Glenberg Dark, & Hayman &

Serial & Okadaa Raeburna Shiffrin Murdock et al. Roberts Jacoby Tulving
recall (1975) (1974) (1990) (1962) (1980) (1972) (1985) (1989)

s (noise) 0.3 0.55 0.7 0.6 0.85 0.65 0.3
t (threshold) 00.35 1.8 3.2 1.4 2.9 0.9 0.45
F (Latency scale) 0.22 4.15 2.29 2 2 2 2 1.3 0.5
D (Partial match

serial position) 2.5 2.5
P (Partial match

list context) 1.5 1.5 1.5
Respond 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
Encoding 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

0.5
0.7

Rehearse 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
Intercept 0.5 0.5 0.6
Time (R2) 0.946 0.957 0.886 0.910
Accuracy (R2) 0.906 0.970 0.923 0.860 0.990 0.921 0.962
Base activation 0.24 2.19 1.1 0.35 0.35 01.51 0.52 01.47 01.07
Associative 0.61 1.64 1.9 2.5 0.6 0.35 0.6 4.51 1.4

activation
Average activation 0.85 3.83 3.0 2.85 0.95 01.27 1.12 3.04 0.33

a Since accuracy data are not modeled there was no need to estimate the s or t parameters for these experiments.
There was also no study process modeled in the Burrows and Okada experiment.

R activations and worse performance by lower these mean activations fluctuate from experi-
ment to experiment. The exact activation lev-activations. Thus, the mixture of activations

produced by s will tend to mirror the mixture els in ACT-R are somewhat arbitrary. The ac-
tivations reflect things like how many chunksof performances of subjects.

The other two parameters, t and F, do ap- are in the system and in any simulation the
number is going to be much less than the truepear to vary more dramatically from experi-

ment to experiment. These two parameters number.19 It turns out that the t and F parame-
ters serve to map activation levels onto perfor-map activation into performance. Probability

of recall is a function of the distance between mance. This is particularly apparent in the case
of the t parameter where probability of recallactivation and the threshold t. Latency is

scaled by the parameter F. It turns out that the is a function of the gap between t and activa-
tion. Similarly, latency is a function of the gapt and F parameters are related to the mean

activation level of memory chunks. The bot- between the logarithm of F and the activation
level. Retrieval time will be proportional totom line in Table 4 shows these activations at

the point at which study is completed and be- the exponential of the difference between ln
F and activation. If one adds a constant to allfore testing begins. In the experiments with

multiple conditions these averages are calcu- activation values one will get the same predic-
tions if one adds that constant to t and ln F.lated over the conditions. The activations are

sums of base-level activations and associative
activations when the goal is set to retrieve 19 For instance, unless otherwise programmed into the
these items. These base-level and associative simulation, the S in Associative Strength Eq. (3) defaults

to the logarithm of the number of chunks in the system.activations are also shown. It is apparent that
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Figure 18 plots t and ln F as a function of
average activation level. We have separately
plotted t from the free-recall experiments
(Murdock, Glenberg, Roberts—F does not
vary across these experiments). While the rela-
tionship is not perfect there is an approxi-
mately linear relationship between t and ln F
and average activation over the experiments.
Thus, a major reason for the fluctuation in t
and F is to compensate for the arbitrary differ-
ences in mean activation levels from experi-
ment to experiment. Activation is an interval
scale in ACT-R where absolute differences are
meaningful but there is no meaningful zero.

It might seem strange that the curve for the
free recall t is so far above other t curve in
Fig. 18. The reason for this is that in the free
recall models a word can be recalled if, on FIG. 18. The relationship between average activation
any cycle, its noise brings it above threshold in an experiment and the threshold parameter t and the

logarithm of the latency factor.before recall terminated. Thus, there are many
opportunities to recall a word in free recall
while, in the recognition or serial memory par-

not always expect to see compensatingadigms, there is just one opportunity to recall
changes in t and F. Nonetheless, Fig. 18 sug-the word. Because random noise was indepen-
gests that variations in the average activationdent from cycle to cycle, this meant that
levels are a major reason our model fits forchances were good for recall unless the thresh-
the large variation in the parameters, t and F.old was very high. As discussed in Anderson

It is remarkable that the three functions inand Lebiere (1998), the solution to this is to
Fig. 18 are nearly parallel. Since t and lnhave the noise correlated from cycle to cycle
F both show approximately the same linearin the simulation—something we did not pur-
relationship to mean activation, they shouldsue in the free-recall models.
show a simple relationship to one another. InWhile these studies reveal a general rela-
fact, one can do a fairly good job in predictingtionship between activation and the parame-
F from t for the nonfree recall experimentsters, t and F, there is no reason to believe
by the functionthe relationship should be perfect since there

should be experiment and population differ-
ences in these parameters just as there should F Å 0.348et. (11)
be in the s parameter. Differences in t corre-
spond to differences in levels of recall and This accounts for 93.9% of the variance in the

F parameter across the nonfree-recall experi-bias. Some subjects in some experiments will
show a greater recall and tendency to false ments where estimates of both t and F where

obtained.20 So really in some cases there isalarm. This is captured by lower values of
the t parameter. Similarly, it is reasonable to only one parameter being estimated per exper-

iment which can be conceived of as t and theassume that there will be population differ-
ences in retrieval speed (e.g., Salthouse, prediction is that retrieval time is about a third
1991). Moreover in some experiments sub-
jects will have practiced more and so display 20 The free recall experiments provide very little con-
higher activations. So all differences in activa- straints for the estimate of the F parameter and it was

just arbitrarily set at 2 for all of these experiments.tion levels are not arbitrary and so we should
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of a second when the activation is at the memory. The Anderson and Matessa serial
memory model is basically the model pre-threshold t. This equation also describes a

situation where subjects can trade off in- sented there (which in turn reflected work like
that of Johnson, 1970) augmented with ideascreased accuracy for increased latency by low-

ering the threshold. about positional encoding and Baddeley’s
ideas of time-based decay and rehearsal. TheIn conclusion, the parameter variation

across experiments is exceedingly regular. analysis of recognition and free recall is basi-
cally Anderson and Bower (1972) whose freeThe s parameter shows little variation and the

F and t parameters are related by the speed– recall component has strong influences from
Atkinson and Shiffrin (1968). The implicitaccuracy equation above. We view this regu-

larity as a major piece of evidence for the memory theory comes from the recent theories
of Reder and of Bower which in turn showunderlying ACT-R theory.
strong influence of the Anderson and Bower
models.

Assumptions in Modeling This theory does contrast with the Anderson
and Bower models in that it assumes no short-In a couple of ways the ACT-R models are

exceedingly forthright in their assumptions. term store. One of the interesting aspects of
this modeling enterprise is that it has producedFor instance, one can connect through the

worldwide web, test these models, and exam- models that seemlessly transition from what
are considered short-term tasks like memoryine their assumptions. In addition, it is the

case that there are versions of these models span and the Sternberg task to tasks that are
considered long-term like recognition and freewhich will interact with the same experiment-

running software that could be used to run the recall. In fact, these various tasks have long-
term and short-term components. For instance,experiments (and these can be obtained by

writing to the authors). Thus, there are not any the 12 items that subjects had to remember in
some of the conditions of our serial memoryhidden assumptions about how the correspon-

dence is made between the models and the experiment or the 20 items required in Fig. 9
go beyond the traditional bounds of short-termempirical phenomena.

Each experiment simulation requires a memory. The recency function in free-recall
is typically within the short-term span but isnumber of assumptions (not part of the ACT-

R theory) about how subjects approach these not in some of the experiments that have stud-
ied the IPI/RI ratio. ACT-R’s ability to seem-experiments. These assumptions are made in

terms of the knowledge representations and lessly transition among paradigms and to
model effects of varying task parameters isproduction rules. We have tried to make ex-

plicit these key assumptions. They include produced by the retention function built into
the base-level Eq. (2). This produces rapidthings like a hierarchically grouped represen-

tation for serial lists, rehearsal assumptions, initial decay and slower later decay. Thus,
ACT-R provides evidence for the artificialityrecognition confusions through partial match-

ing of context, and use of a buffer of items in of the traditional separation between short-
term memory and long-term memory.21 Whilefree recall. The predictions of the theory are

dependent on the underlying architecture of the elimination of the short-term store is a
clear departure from Anderson and Bower, itACT-R but also on these auxiliary modeling

assumptions. is hardly a new idea in the field either.
Interestingly, in almost no case are these

auxiliary assumptions novel. They reflect
ideas that have been in the field of list mem-

21 This is not to say ACT-R denies the existence of
ory, often for decades. Indeed, most of these transient sensory buffers. It is also the case that its current
auxiliary assumptions are to be found in An- goal provides a transient abstract memory (which imple-

mented our buffer for free recall).derson and Bower’s (1973) chapter on verbal
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Anderson, J. R., & Bower, G. H. (1974). Interference inOne might ask what is contributed by the
memory for multiple contexts. Memory and Cogni-ACT-R theory? One could take the view that
tion, 2, 509–514.

these results are predicted by theoretical ideas
Anderson, J. R., John, B. E., Just, M. A., Carpenter, P. A.,

that predate ACT-R by at least two decades. Kieras, D. E., & Meyer, D. E. (1995). Production
However, this would ignore that the Anderson system models of complex cognition. In Proceedings

of the Seventeenth Annual Conference of the Cogni-and Bower theory could only qualitatively in-
tive Science Society (pp. 9–12). Hillsdale, NJ: Erl-tegrate these various domains and only in rela-
baum Associates.tively vague terms. The simulation models of-

Anderson, J. R., & Lebiere, C. (1998). Atomic compo-
fered in this paper establish that all of these nents of thought. Hillsdale, NJ: Erlbaum.
qualitative accounts can be woven into a con- Anderson, J. R., Lebiere, C., & Matessa, M. (1996). ACT-
sistent theory which predicts precisely the data R: A working theory of human cognition. Paper pre-

sented at the Psychonomics Society Conference.obtained in actual experiments. They bring out
Anderson, J. R., & Matessa, M. (in press). The rationala substantial systematicity in the underlying

analysis of categorization and the ACT-R archi-parameters across these experiments. They
tecture.

show that phenomena such as the Wiseman– Anderson, J. R., & Matessa, M. P. (1997). A production
Tulving functions are not inconsistent with system theory of serial memory. Psychological Re-
the theory as had long been believed. They view, 104, 728–748.

Anderson, J. R., Matessa, M. P., & Lebiere, C. (1997).show that decay assumptions can produce the
The ACT theory and the visual interface. Humanratio-rule for the serial-position effect, which
Computer Interaction, 12, 439–462.had not been suspected. Thus, the ACT-R the-

Anderson, J. R., & Reder, L. M. (in press). The fan effect:ory serves the role claimed for it. That is, it
New results and new theories. Journal of Experimen-

integrates existing ideas in the field. tal Psychology: General.
Anderson, J. R., Reder, L. M., & Lebiere, C. (1996).
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